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  Grading System
Mint The item is in perfect condition

Near Mint  . . . . .Almost perfect, any imperfections will be extremely minor

Excellent . . . . . .The item will have had very careful use, with only small imperfections

Good . . . . . . . . .The item will have had more use, showing obvious imperfections

Fair  . . . . . . . . . .The item will have heavy signs of wear, showing major imperfections & may include repaints

Poor  . . . . . . . . .The item will be in a very distressed condition, with many faults

Plus may be used if an item is better than its classification suggests
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All Lots in the sales can be viewed via our website on www.vectis.co.uk.

Also Bid Live Online with www.artfact.com & www.invaluable.com

As the auction is live and on-line, the following bid increments will apply

Any postal, fax, internet or bids that have been telephoned in for this sale that contain odd figures 

will be rounded up to the nearest bid increment.

For example a bid for £56 will be rounded up to £60 or a bid for £222 will be rounded up to £240.

If you have any queries regarding the above or would like some further information about 

participating in this auction, please contact us on (01642) 750616.

£5 - £50  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£5
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£7000 - £10000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£500
£10000 onwards  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1000
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Matchbox 

1001. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y1 1925 Allchin Traction Engine - mid green body and chassis, dark red spoke 
wheels, straight unpainted rear treads, crimped axles, copper boiler door - generally Excellent, couple of small marks to 
nearside boiler in a Good Plus type A box. 

 £40 - £50 

1002. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of 1st Series models (1) Y4 - blue body, grenodised wheels, gold box, crimped 
axles; (2) Y6 AEC Y-type Lorry "Osram Lamps" - light grey body, silver radiator shell, grenodised wheels with crimped axles 
(does have some Code 3 paint finish to planking, radiator shell and driver figure); (3) similar but dark grey body and chassis 
with riveted axles (all original); (4) Y7 4-ton Leyland Van "W&R Jacob & Co Limited" - brown body, cream roof, bare metal 
underside, silver radiator shell, type A decals, grenodised wheels with crimped axles; (5) similar but reddish brown body and 
chassis, cream underside of roof and with riveted axles - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus type A boxes.  (5) 

 £60 - £80 

1003. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group of early models (1) Y9 Fowler "Big Lion" Showmans Engine - dark 
maroon body, base and cylinder block, cream roof, copper boiler door; (2) Y11 1920 Aveling & Porter Steam Roller - mid green, 
black roof supports, black flywheel (a few light chips to nearside roof canopy); (3) similar but dark brown flywheel, slightly 
brighter red wheels; (4) Y13 1862 American "General" Class Locomotive - dark green body, dark red chassis, black base with 
dark red rivet, silver headlamp lens, type B piston slot - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1004. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear boxed group of model Cars to include (1) Y5 1929 Le Mans Bentley - British Racing 
green including tonneau, dark red seat, racing number 5 with riveted axles (in later Y5 box); (2) Y6 1926 type 35 
Bugatti - French racing blue, red floor and dashboard, black knobbly tyres, gold radiator and brass 8-spoke wheels; (3) similar 
but Italian racing red body, white dashboard and floor; (4) Y7 1913 Mercer Raceabout type 35j - lilac body and chassis with 
brass 12-spoke wheels; (5) Y10 1928 Mercedes 36/220 - white body and chassis, red seats, single spare rear wheels, holes to 
baseplate - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (5) 

 £40 - £60 
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1005. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed early group to include Y5 1929 4 1/2 litre Bentley - British racing green 
including radiator shell and tonneau, racing number 5, another similar but with red seats and tonneau and silver radiator shell 
(some corrosion to unpainted parts); Y1 1911 Ford Model T Car - red body, black seats, black smooth roof, single brake lever; 
Y3 1910 Benz Limousine - cream with dark green seats, roof and radiator plus others - Good to Excellent in Fair to Excellent 
boxes.   (7) 

 £40 - £60 

1006. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear boxed group of late 1960's models to include Y5 1907 Peugeot - yellow, red seats and 
black roof with early seat casting, Y11 1939 Lagonda Drophead Coupe - magenta chassis, metallic gold body, black seats and 
brass 26-spoke wheels (does have some paint blisters to gold body), another similar but with dark maroon chassis, Y3 1910 
Benz Limousine - green, Chartreuse yellow roof and dark red seats, Y16 1928 Mercedes SS Coupe - silver body, metallic red 
chassis, black plastics - without cast dif plus others - Fair to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus boxes.   (12) 

 £40 - £60 

1007. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear early 1970's group in woodgrain style boxes to include Y16 1928 Mercedes SS 
Coupe - metallic green body and chassis with cast exhaust, dark green plastics, similar but darker green with black plastics, 
Y13 1918 Crossley RAF Tender - RAF blue with harder to find olive green canopies, Y10 1906 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - light 
cream with purple chassis and black seats plus others - Fair to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes (some models from later 
period).   (23) 

 £30 - £50 

1008. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y13 1918 Crossley RAF Tender - RAF blue body and chassis, tan canopies and grille, 
rare dark green seats, chrome 24-spoke wheels, type B baseplate and body type - seat a little loose otherwise Near Mint in a 
Good type H window box. 

 £40 - £50 

1009. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y13 1918 Crossley RAF Tender pair (1) RAF blue body and chassis, black plastic 
canopies and grille, milky white seats, chrome 24-spoke wheels with type B baseplate and body - some discolour to seats and 
nearside decal; (2) bright red body, black type B chassis, white seats, tan canopies and grille, bright red 12-spoke 
wheels - possibly Friday afternoon model/Code 3 - Good Plus to Near Mint in generally Good boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1010. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 model - Y1 Ford Model T Car - glossy black body and chassis, black textured 
roof, black grille and seats, chrome 12-spoke wheels, unpainted windscreen - generally Excellent however axles and 
windscreen have powdery corrosion in a generally Good type H window box with retailer card. 

 £50 - £70 

1011. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 group Y5 1927 Talbot Vans (1) "Crawly International" - blue, black roof and 
chassis, chrome parts and 12-spoke wheels; (2) Ironbridge Gorge Museum Trust - yellow body and chassis with black roof in 
original promotional box - Ironbridge 1961 Bicentenary; (3) "Town & Country Festival" - blue with black chassis and 
roof - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1012. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues Y5 1927 Talbot Van (1) "Bees of Weybridge" - yellow body and chassis, 
black roof, red 12-spoke wheels; (2) similar but with glossy black chassis; (3) "2nd Annual A.I.M Inc Convention 
Toyshow" - Harrisburg PA 1978  - dark green body with black chassis and roof - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1013. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issue Y5 Talbot Van "Klokkenzolder De Stoevelaat Houten" - grey body, blue 
bonnet, black chassis and seats, matt black roof with board, chrome plated parts and 12-spoke chrome wheels - without 
certificate - Near Mint in a Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 
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1014. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues Y13 1918 Crossley (1) "UK Matchbox" Club Model - red, black chassis 
with yellow plastic canopies (slightly faded on one side); (2) "Aspects & Images" - red, black chassis, modified grey canopy; (3) 
similar but "Surrey Model Fair and Swapmeet" 1981 - lighter grey plastic canopy - Good Plus to Near Mint in Excellent boxes.  
(3) 

 £40 - £50 

1015. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues Y5 1927 Talbot Vans (1) "Mencap" - yellow body and chassis, black 
roof and seat, red 12-spoke wheels in correct issue box; (2) "Lawrence Fraser" - blue body, black chassis and roof and chrome 
12-spoke wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1016. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues Y12 Ford Model T Vans (1) "Cada Toys" - yellow, black chassis and 
roof with red 12-spoke wheels; (2) similar but "Camberley News" 75th Anniversary 1905-1980; (3) "Deans for Toys" in correct 
issue box - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1017. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 Ford Model T Van - promotional Code 2 issue "Bang & Oulfsen" - white body with 
dull red bonnet and doors, matt black roof, black seats, gold plated parts, glossy black chassis, red 12-spoke wheels - Near 
Mint with a Good straw window box. 

 £70 - £90 

1018. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van - Code 2 model - "Hoover" - blue body with cast type 3 
rear doors, white roof, tan seat, gold plated parts, glossy black chassis, gold 12-spoke wheels with gold tampo 
lettering - generally Near Mint in a Good correct issue straw window box. 

 £100 - £120 

1019. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 Ford Model T Van "Hoover" - Pre-production colour trial - white model with type 3 
rear doors, matt black roof, black seats, gold plated parts, glossy black chassis, gold 12-spoke wheels - Near Mint in a Good 
correct issue straw window box. 

 £70 - £90 

1020. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of Code 2/3 issues (1) Y12 Ford Model T Van "Smiths Crisps" - Diamond 
Jubilee - blue, white roof; (2) similar but "Model Collectors Extravaganza" 1981 - yellow, black roof and chassis; (3) similar but 
"Coca Cola" - 75th Anniversary (Code 3 model) - off-white body with 4 vertical lines and additional decal, (4) Y12 1927 Talbot 
Van "Langendorf"; (5) similar but "Taystee; (6) similar but "Merita" - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1021. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issue Y47 Morris Light Van "BBC Antiques Roadshow Going Live" - black body 
and chassis, yellow roof, very dark brown background labels, chrome 12-spoke wheels and parts - generally Excellent (labels 
are starting to peel at corners), couple of light marks to roof in a Fair type N plastic window display box. 

 £50 - £60 

1022. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear pair (1) Code 2 issue "Bang & Olufsen" - Y22 Ford Model A Van - green body, red 
plastic van roof, glossy red chassis, gold 24-spoke wheels and parts - in hinged presentation box with outer protective sleeve; 
(2) Y22 1930 Ford Model A Van "Maggi's" - tampo trial, yellow body, red roof, glossy black chassis with chrome 24-spoke 
wheels and parts - slightly different tampo print to main production - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 
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1023. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of harder issues to find (1) Y12 Ford Model T Van "Arnotts Biscuits" - orange 
red body, type 2 yellow rear doors, matt black roof, glossy black chassis, single labels and gold 12-spoke wheels and parts; (2) 
similar model but "Sunlight Seife" - yellow, red type 2 rear doors, red 12-spoke wheels and gold plated parts; (3) Y23 1922 AEC 
S-type Omnibus "Schweppes Tonic Water" - rare red and white label - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. 

 £40 - £60 

1024. Yesteryear pair (1) Y20 1927 Mercedes Benz 540K - colour trial model - metallic blue body, light grey side panels, 
brown seat, chrome 24-spoke wheels and parts (slight loss of chrome in places; (2) Y4 1930 Duesenberg Model J 
Towncar - Code 3 version of the rare white bodied issue with orangey red chassis and yellow roof and seats - Good Plus to 
Excellent in generally Good boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1025. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of harder issues to find (1) Y1 1936 Jaguar SS100 - pale yellow body and 
chassis, black seats, chrome parts, chrome 24-spoke wheels with Lesney England base; (2) similar but yellow over sprayed 
green body and chassis; (3) Y16 1928 Mercedes SS Coupe - metallic green body with dark green (Stutz green) chassis, black 
seats, hood and luggage trunk, chrome 24-spoke wheels - Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1026. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear boxed group of Cars - does include some harder to find variations to include Y16 1928 
Mercedes Benz SS Coupe - mid blue with duck egg blue side panels, similar but with fawn side panels, Y10 1906 Rolls Royce 
Silver Ghost - silver with yellow seats, Y11 1938 Lagonda Drophead Coupe - black, cream body, chrome solid wheels and 
black plastic seats and folded hood, Y4 1930 Duesenberg Model J Towncar - brown/cream with rust brown roof plus 
others - generally Excellent to Near Mint a few are Fair with discoloured plastics in generally Good to Excellent boxes.  (40) 

 £50 - £70 

1027. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear boxed group of Commercial vehicles to include harder to find variations to include Y5 
1927 Talbot Van - "Liptons Tea" with crest and with chrome 12-spoke wheels, similar model but "Roses" - cream and pale 
cream body, Y22 1930 Ford Model A "Walters Palm Toffee" - dark green and emerald green tampo, Y12 1912 Ford Model T 
Van "Smiths Crisps" with black seat plus many others - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (52) 

 £50 - £70 

1028. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear boxed group of Commercial vehicles to include Y27 1922 Foden Steam Lorry 
"Guinness", similar model but "Pickfords" 2 models one with tow hook the other has dark grey plastics, Y12 1937 GMC 
Van - "Goblin" - black body with grey roof, Y7 1930 Model A Ford Wreck Truck - Shell plus many others - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Near Mint boxes.  (52) 

 £50 - £70 

1029. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group to include Y27 1922 Foden Steam Wagon and Trailer - Frasers of 
Ipswich, Y30 1920 Model Mack AC Truck - Acorn Storage with harder to find grey steps, a number of model cars including 
Grand Prix Series - Y10 Maserati 250F Lightweight and Y16 Ferrari Dino plus many others - generally Near Mint to Mint a 
couple are only Fair in Fair to Near Mint boxes.  (52) 

 £50 - £70 

1030. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group of late edition models in plastic window display boxes to include Y11 
Bugatti type 35 - French racing blue, racing number 6, Y18 Cord 812 Sedan - yellow with brown seats and hood, Y27 Foden 
Steam Wagon - Joseph Rank plus others and some Matchbox Dinky Collection Models including DY7 1959 Cadillac Coupe 
Deville - metallic red with white roof, DY18 1968 Jaguar E-type Mk.1 1/2 - red plus others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent 
Plus boxes.  (25) 

 £30 - £50 
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1031. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear boxed group of special limited edition models to include YS39 Passenger Coach and 
Horses circa 1820, YS43 Busch Self Propelled Fire Engine "Greenwich", Y19 Fowler Showmans Engine, Y21 1894 Aveling 
Porter Steam Roller, Y12 1829 Stephensons Rocket plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes, all have 
outer protective sleeves.  (12) 

 £50 - £70 

1032. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of framed cabinet issues to include (1) Yorkshire Steam Wagon "Samuel Smith"; 
(2) Preston Tramcar "Swan Vestas"; (3) Leyland Titan Bus "Swan Fount Pens" - generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent 
packaging with outer transit carton which are Fair.  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1033. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group to include YSH2 1886 London Omnibus, 6 x Great Beers of the World 
Series including YGB01 Ford Model A Van "XXXX" - the others still in original tissue wrapped and a Matchbox The Dinky 
Collection DYS10 1950 Mercedes Benz Diesel Omnibus type 0 - 3500 - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (8) 

 £30 - £50 

1034. Matchbox "The Perfect Toy" MICA re-issue Soapbox Racer - complete with driver figure - brown with green 
scarf - generally Near Mint in a Good Plus box No.266 of 500 produced. 

 £60 - £80 

1035. Matchbox "The Perfect Toy" MICA re-issue Motorcycle and Sidecar "ACME Couriers" - grey/yellow - generally Near 
Mint in a Excellent box showing this to be No.24 of 400. 

 £50 - £60 

1036. Matchbox a pair of MICA re-issue models (1) The Perfect Toy - Aveling Barford Diesel Road Roller - green with red 
rollers (canopy is a loose fit to support poles) - No.0020 of 450; (2) The Perfect Toy Covered Wagon - white/green with tan 
driver figure, 6 x brown horses with yellow outrider figure No.17 of 650 models - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent 
boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1037. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of Code 3 models - The Alternative Collection by Creaks of Camberley - Police 
and Emergency Vehicles to include AC119 Renault type AG Van - Brighton & Hove Police Van, AC120 Y22 Ford A 
Van - Surrey Police, AC101 Y12 Ford Model T Van - Northamptonshire Police, AC75 Y5 Talbot Van - St. John Ambulance 
Brigade plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1038. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 3 issues - The Alternative Collection by Creaks of Camberley to 
include AC168 Y5 Talbot Van - Avon & Somerset Constabulary, AC130 Ford Model T Van - Northampton Borough Police 
Ambulance, AC100 Y12 Ford Model T Van - Strathclyde Police, AC137 Y22 Ford A Van - Red Cross Ambulance, AC139 Y25 
Renault Type AG - Cumberland and Westmoreland Constabulary plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent 
boxes.   (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1039. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of Code 3 issues - The Alternative Collection by Creaks of Camberley to include 
AC126 Y5 Talbot Van - Coventry City Police, AC103 - Wiltshire Constabulary (Salisbury Division), AC117 Talbot Van Port of 
London Police Ambulance, AC99 Walker Electric Van - City of London Police Ambulance plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Fair 
to Excellent boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 
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1040. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of Code 3 issues - The Alternative Collection by Creaks of Camberley to include 
AC154 - Ford Model T Van - Buckinghamshire Police, AC90 - Wiltshire Constabulary, AC115 - Y26 Crossley - Hampshire 
Police Vehicle, AC94 Y19 Morris Cowley Van - Metropolitan Police plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes.  
(10) 

 £50 - £70 

1041. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues - The Alternative Collection by Creaks of Camberley to include AC166 
Y22 Ford Model A Van - Shropshire Constabulary, AC129 Y12 Ford Model T Van - Leicestershire Constabulary, AC146 Y22 
Ford A Van - Essex Constabulary Dog Handling Section, AC152 Wiltshire Police plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1042. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues - The Alternative Collection by Creaks of Camberley to include AC162 
Y26 Crossley - Redding Borough Police, AC123 Y21 Ford Model TT Van - Durham Constabulary, Y8 1945 MG TC 
Midget - Liverpool City Police plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (9) 

 £50 - £70 

1043. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of Code 3 issue - The Alternative Collection by Creaks of Camberley to include 
AC134 Ford Model TT Van - New Zealand Police, AC138 Y19 Morris Cowley Van - Lincolnshire Constabulary, AC133 Y19 
Morris Cowley Van - Wolverhampton Borough Police Ambulance, AC143 Colchester Police Ambulance plus others - does 
include duplicates - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes.  (9) 

 £50 - £70 

1044. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues - The Alternative Collection by Creaks of Camberley to include 
AC64 - Ford Model T - Edgeworth, AC67 - Cacao Grootes, AC46 - Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - Tom Parker Dairies plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1045. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues - The Alternative Collection by Creaks of Camberley to include AC11 
Y22 Ford A Van - Interflora, AC33 Y13 Crossley - Planters Peanuts, AC36 Ford Model T Van - Edward Suits plus others - Near 
Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1046. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of Code 3 issues - The Alternative Collection by Creaks of Camberley to include 
AC34 Ford Model T Van - bright ribbon cut, AC37 Y23 1922 AEC S-type Omnibus - Players Please on blue body, similar but 
AC40 Brighton & Hove - red/cream body, AC39 similar but provincial plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  
(10) 

 £50 - £70 

1047. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues - The Alternative Collection by Creaks of Camberley to include AC104 
Y13 Crossley - Wiltshire County Council, similar AC25 - TJ Gyte, Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - Poole - grey plus others - Near Mint 
to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1048. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues - The Alternative Collection by Creaks of Camberley - to include AC127 
Crossley Breakdown Truck - Finnegan Motors, Y13 Crossley - Avonmouth Docks, Y12 Ford Model T Van - Desert Ambulance, 
Y25 Renault type AG Van - Ville De Paris - military green plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 
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1049. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues - The Alternative Collection by Creaks of Camberley to include AC91 
Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - George Holt, AC131 similar but Clifford Dairies, AC83 Y19 Morris Cowley Van - Jacobs Biscuits plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1050. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues - The Alternative Collection by Creaks of Camberley to include AC74 
Y26 Crossley - Arlington's, AC80 Y22 Ford Model A Van - "Molliscorium", AC87 Y3 Ford Model T - EGR Tree Surgeons plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1051. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues - The Alternative Collection by Creaks of Camberley - all are Y13/Y26 
Crossley Lorries and include Western Timber Limited, Hoatson-Handyman, Rod Bayton Motors Breakdown Truck, Ingrams 
Brewery plus others - Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent boxes.   (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1052. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues - The Alternative Collection by Creaks of Camberley to include Y26 
1918 Crossley Lorry - Loomes Roofing, Arundel Coal Company, Y5 Talbot Van - Beescott plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Fair 
to Excellent boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1053. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues - The Alternative Collection by Creaks of Camberley to include AC86 
Y26 Crossley - T.A Wilson Builders, AC69 Y26 Crossley Tanker - Lydd Airport, AC85 Y12 Ford Model T - white lilac shaving 
cream plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1054. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issue - The Alternative Collection by Creaks of Camberley to include AC118 
Y27 Foden Steam Lorry - Foden with generator - Fairground, AC81 Y13 Cotteswold Dairy Limited, AC122 Y3 Ford Model T 
Tanker - Ryder plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1055. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues - The Alternative Collection by Creaks of Camberley to include AC84 
Y28 Unic Mobile Operating Theatre - US Army, AC85 City of London Yeomanry Ambulance, AC82 Y26 Crossley - French Army 
Tanker, AC88 Y26 RAF Ambulance plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1056. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues - The Alternative Collection by Creaks of Camberley to include AC89 
Army Foden Troop Transporter - green, WD (War Department), AC92 similar but General Service Wagon with wooden crates, 
AC82 Military Breakdown Wagon, Y25 Renault type AG - French Ambulance - Ville de Paris plus others - Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Excellent boxes.   (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1057. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear - Code 3 issues - The Alternative Collection by Creaks of Camberley to include AC125 
Atkinson Steam Wagon - Chubb's Safe Makers, AC114 Y27 Foden Steam Lorry - Dave's Dodgems, AC97 Foden Steam 
Lorry - Beaches Golden Gallopers, AC116 similar but Merlins Magical Ride and Y18 Atkinson Steam Wagon - Fairground 
Organ (not Creaks model) - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1058. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues by House of Purbeck to include Y27 Foden Steam Lorry and 
Trailer - New Age Carriage Co, Y5 Talbot Van - Kemptown Brewery, Y25 Renault type AG modified military vehicle plus others 
and another Y27 Foden Steam Wagon and Trailer - Davey & Co Limited (not Purbeck model) - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent boxes.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 
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1059. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues to include The Norfolk Range by Chris King including Y19 Morris 
Cowley Van - Post Office Telephones, Y8 Yorkshire Steam Wagon - Morgans Brewery, Y27 Foden Steam Bus - Wilts & Dorset 
Motor Services Limited, another similar model but Harriet - GWR plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  
(8) 

 £50 - £70 

1060. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues to include Mecca Models Y13 Crossley Truck - LMS Express Parcels 
Traffic, Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - Brewery Wagon, Y22 Ford Model A Van - Movie Tone News, Y27 Foden Steam 
Wagon - Gladys - Aldershot & District plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1061. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues to include Y25 Renault type AG Bus - GWR, Y26 Crossley 
Lorry - Borough of Islington Breakdown Truck, Y27 Foden Steam Lorry - Anderton & Rowland converted tractor unit, Y25 
Renault type AG Van - Sunlight Soap by Orion Models - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.   (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1062. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues to include Y12 Ford Model T Van - Guinness Extra Stout, Y27 Foden 
Steam Lorry - The Wiltshire Brewery Company, Y8 Yorkshire Steam Lorry - H&G Simonds with bottle and crate load plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1063. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues mainly by Roslyn Promotional Models to include Y19 Morris Cowley 
Van - Selles Removals Hull, Y18 Atkinson Steam Wagon - North Yorkshire Moors Railway, Y3 Ford Model Tanker - Rix, Y18 
Atkinson Steam Wagon - IJ Blakey Haulage Co Limited plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1064. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues to include Y22 Ford Model A Van - Terry's Chocolates York, Y12 Ford 
Model T Van "Cockburns Port", Y27 Foden Steam Lorry - Farnham Maltings plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent 
boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1065. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues to include Y22 Ford Model A Woody Wagon - Bates, Y12 Ford Model T 
Van - Martell Cognac, Y12 1937 GMC Van - German Model Club Issue - two-tone blue - Hamburg and other similar but Y22 
Model A Ford Van - Berlin in white/cream with black chassis plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1066. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues to include Y12 Ford Model T Van - Fremlins Ales, similar but Joblin in 
maroon, another similar model but in brown, converted Ford Model T Van - LMS Parcel Traffic, Y12 Ford Model T Van - British 
Airways plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1067. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues to include Y12 Ford Model T Van - His Masters Voice, Y5 Talbot 
Van - Cotteswold Dairy Limited, Y22 Ford A Van - Suffolk Fire Service, Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - Dominion Motor Spirit plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1068. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues to include Y12 Ford Model T Van - Hollands Pies, similar but Hugh 
Anson Menswear, similar but Meccano Engineering for Boys, Y22 Ford A Van - Vinto plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 
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1069. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues to include Y12 Ford Model T Van - Jimbo Thrashing Contractor, similar 
but Len Rose Animal Foods, similar but Needler's Chocolates, Y22 Ford A Van - Len Rose Dog Foods, Y5 Talbot Van - Tate & 
Lyle plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1070. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues to include Y12 Ford Model T Van - Gibrasa Wolle, similar model but 
Players Navy Cut Cigarettes, similar but Harrahs Automobile Collection, Y22 Ford A Van - Isle of Man TT 1988 plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (11) 

 £50 - £70 

1071. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues a group to include Y12 Ford Model T Van - Thornes Toffee, similar 
model but Jaxa Varnishes and Polishes, similar but Hollands Pies, Y22 Ford A Van - Express Dairy Coy Limited plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (11) 

 £50 - £70 

1072. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues to include Y12 Ford Model T Van - His Masters Voice, similar but Y22 
Ford Model A, Y3 Ford Model T - Whites Newsagents, Y12 Ford Model T Conversion - LMS Parcel Traffic, Y5 1927 Talbot 
Hearse plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.   (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1073. Mixed group of Code 3 models to include Castle House Models Arthur Bell & Sons - Old Scotch Whiskey Ford Model 
A, GWR Walker Electric Van, Y12 Ford Model T Ambulance, other promotional models include Y12 Ford Model T Van - Hornby 
Railways plus others - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (7) 

 £40 - £60 

1074. The Peel Collection by Creaks of Camberley (1) PC2 Rover 75 Police Car - black - white metal model; (2) PC5 Jaguar 
Mk.2 Police Car - white with red boot - converted Corgi Classics Model; (3) PC6 similar but Buckinghamshire Police - black; (4) 
PC7 Ford Zephyr Mk.2 - Oxfordshire Police; (5) PC10 Lotus Cortina - Reading Borough - white - generally Near Mint in Good to 
Excellent limited edition boxes.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1075. Mixed group of models including The Peel Collection PC9 - Morris J Van - Berkshire Police, PC3 Mounted Policemen, 
2 x PC1 Police Motorcycle and Sidecar, a boxed 2-model set - Nottinghamshire Constabulary 150 Years of Service - limited 
edition set 1 of 500, Matchbox Dinky Collection converted model and a number of Models of Yesteryear Code 3 information 
leaflets including The Alternative Collection by Creeks of Camberley plus several others including price lists.  (6 and a qty of 
printed material) 

 £50 - £70 

1076. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group Y15 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - metallic green, black seats and with 
harder to find grey knobbly tyres in a Good Plus type C box, Y8 Morris Cowley Bullnose - tan/dark brown - a few small chips to 
roof in a Good Plus type A box, a large number of early 1970's models in woodgrain style boxes including Y13 Crossley RAF 
Tender with harder to find pale tank cab tilt, Y8 1945 MGTC - green with red seat and tan hood, Y2 1914 Prince Henry 
Vauxhall - metallic blue with silver bonnet, light cream seats, chrome 24-spoke wheels and with copper petrol tank, Y3 1934 
Riley MPH - ruby red with off-white seat and 24-spoke chrome wheels plus others - many of the boxes in above average 
condition for this period - generally Near Mint to Mint - a couple are only Good in Good to Excellent Plus boxes.  (24) 

 £40 - £60 
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1077. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group to include Y9 Fowler "Big Lion" Showmans Engine - red with white roof, 
square firebox end, Y10 1929 Mercedes 36/220 - white with red seats and one spare wheel, Y16 1928 Mercedes SS 
Coupe - silver, metallic red chassis, brass 12-spoke wheels with separate cast exhaust and without cast dif, Y1 1911 Ford 
Model T - red, single brake lever but with textured black hood, 3 x Y13 Crossley RAF Tenders plus others - Fair to Near Mint in 
Poor to Excellent boxes.  (26) 

 £40 - £60 

1078. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large boxed group to include Y26 Crossley Beer Lorry - Romford Brewery, similar 
but Lowenbrau, Y7 Model A Ford Wreck Truck - Shell, Y25 Renault type AG Van - Duckhams Oils, Y11 1932 Bugatti type 51 
plus others - generally Excellent to Mint (one is Fair) in mostly Good to Excellent boxes.  (50) 

 £50 - £70 

1079. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear YY60 Connoisseur limited edition gift set - containing 6 models in wooden presentation 
box with inner packing, certificate, plastic cover and key - generally Near Mint to Mint (appear to be corrosion free) in Excellent 
packaging with a Fair outer transit carton. 

 £30 - £40 

1080. Matchbox Collectables a boxed group of Big Rig Tractor Trailer Units (1) DYM38233 Diamond T and 
Trailer - red - "Budweiser"; (2) KS188/A - Kenworth and Trailer "The Spirit of J&B" - green; (3) KS199 "Tis the Season for Coca 
Cola" - red Christmas issue (chrome is slightly dull in places on tractor unit); (4) DYM38314 "McDonalds 45th 
Anniversary" - Freightliner C.O.E - red (wrong outer transit carton) Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging.  

 £50 - £60 

1081. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group to include YS16 Scammell 100-ton Truck-Trailer with GER Class 
Locomotive, YS39 1820 Passenger Coach and Horses, Y25 Renault Ambulance - British Red Cross, Y2 1930 4 1/2 litre 
Supercharge Bentley plus others and 7 unboxed models including Code 3 Robinsons Golden Shred, 2 x Y13 Crossley RAF 
Tender one with harder to find olive green canopies, another similar but badly faded - Fair to Mint in generally Good to Excellent 
boxes.   (19) 

 £40 - £60 

1082. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include later issues in plastic display window boxes including Y63 
1939 Bedford KD Truck - G Farrar, Y27 1922 Foden Steam Wagon - McMillan Brewery, Y2 1930 4 1/2 litre Supercharged 
Bentley - burgundy, Y40 1931 Mercedes Benz 770 - grey with blue roof plus several models from Matchbox the Dinky 
Collection including DY9 1949 Land Rover - green with khaki canopy, DY2B 1969 Triumph Stag - white with red seats, 2 x DY1 
E-type Jaguars plus others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes.   (39) 

 £50 - £70 

1083. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group to include Y14 1931 Stutz Bearcat - cream, emerald green chassis and 
black seats, Y20 1927 Mercedes Benz 540K - silver, glossy black chassis and 30mm red seat, Y8 1945 MGTC - bright red with 
tan hood and black seat, Y5 1927 Talbot Van - The Levitt Group of Companies - blue with white roof, Code 3 issue plus 
others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.   (43) 

 £50 - £70 

1084. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a Commercial group to include Y21 Ford Model TT Van - My Bread - sand brown with 
grey seat and black chassis, DY8 1948 Commer 8cwt Van - Sharps Toffee, Y21 1930 Model A Ford - Carters Seeds, Y26 
Crossley Beer Lorry - Romford Brewery with seat colour variations, Y30 Model AC Mack - Acorn Storage with harder to find 
grey steps plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (32) 

 £30 - £50 
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1085. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear boxed group of Cars to include Y1 Jaguar SS100 - red with black seats, Y36 Rolls 
Royce Phantom - dark red/black, Y11 Bugatti type 35 - French racing blue, racing number 6, Y24 1927 Bugatti T44 - black, 
lemon yellow door panels with black stripe and black seat plus others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (21) 

 £30 - £50 

1086. Matchbox The Dinky Collection a large boxed group to include DY16 1967 Ford Mustang Fastback - metallic green, 
DY7 1959 Cadillac Coupe De Ville - pink with white roof, DY21 1964 Mini Cooper S - white, black roof and red interior, 2 x 
DY6B 1951 Volkswagen Beetle - black with grey roof plus many others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (30) 

 £60 - £80 

1087. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group of early issue models to include 4 x Y10 1928 Mercedes 36/220 - all are 
white with bright red seats, includes single spare with holes to base, similar but without holes to base - one model with double 
spare wheel and comes in 4 different issue boxes, Y4 1909 Opel Coupe - white, bright red seat and grille, smooth tan hood, 
similar model but in type G yellow and purple window box, 2 x Y15 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - metallic green with black seats 
plus others - Good Plus to Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (13) 

 £40 - £60 

1088. Matchbox The Dinky Collection a boxed group to include DY16B 1967 Ford Mustang Fastback - white with red interior, 
DY001/C 1967 Jaguar E-type Mk. 1 1/2 - black with red interior, DY28 1969 Triumph Stag - white with red interior, DY13B 1955 
Bentley R Continental - metallic blue with beige interior plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (24) 

 £60 - £80 

1089. Matchbox The Dinky Collection a boxed group to include DY16B 1967 Ford Mustang Fastback - white with red interior, 
similar but metallic green, DY19 1973 MGB GT V8 - dark red with black interior, DY036/A 1960 Jaguar XK150 Drophead 
Coupe - cream, red interior and black folded hood, DY21 1964 Mini Cooper S - cream, black roof, plus others - generally Near 
Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes.   (24) 

 £50 - £70 

1090. Matchbox The Dinky Collection a boxed group to include DY7B 1959 Cadillac Coupe de Ville - pink/white, DY9B 1949 
Land Rover "AA" - yellow with tan canopy, DY9 1949 Land Rover - dark green, DY26 Studebaker Golden Hawk - metallic gold 
with cream rear flashes, DY6 1951 Volkswagen - pale blue with grey roof panel, DYS10 1950 Mercedes Benz Diesel Omnibus 
type 0-3500 plus others - some duplication - generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes.  (24) 

 £50 - £70 

1091. Matchbox The Dinky Collection a boxed group to include 2 x DY902 Classic Sports Car Series 1 comprising Porsche 
356A Coupe 1958 - red, Mercedes Benz 300SL Gullwing 1935 - silver and Ferrari Dino 246 GTS 1973 - metallic blue, 2 x 
DY903 Classic British Sports Cars Series 2 comprising 1965 Triumph TR4 - IRS - red, 1967 Series 1.5 E-type Jaguar - cream 
and 1956 Austin Healey 100 BN2, DYS10 1050 Mercedes Benz Diesel Omnibus type 0-3500 and a FYS17 1939 Triumph 
Dolomite - red - all are generally Mint in Good to Excellent packaging (ex shop stock). 

 £40 - £60 

1092. Matchbox Originals a group to include 5 x 40th Anniversary Collection 5 model sets and 16 x individual blister cards did 
models including #26 Cement Mixer - orange with grey barrel, 17a Matchbox Removals Service Van - dark blue, 11a Fuel 
Tanker - blue, 13 Breakdown Truck - red with yellow jib, 6 Quarry Truck - blue with dark grey back plus others - all generally 
Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging.  (21) 

 £40 - £60 
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1093. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mostly Commercial group to include 3 x Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - Zerolene, similar 
but Express Dairy, Y5 1927 Talbot Van - Taystee Old Fashioned Bread - yellow body and chassis, black roof, red 12-spoke 
wheels another similar but with black chassis, Y5 1927 Talbot Van - Wrights Soap - brown/beige with chrome 12-spoke wheels 
another similar but with gold 12-spoke wheels, Y23 1922 AEC S-type Omnibus - Schweppes - yellow and white label variations 
plus many others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (48) 

 £50 - £70 

1094. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group to include 2 x Y14 1931 Stutz Bearcat - cream with red chassis and 
tops, black seats and chrome 24-spoke wheels, 4 x Y4 1930 Model J Duesenberg - dark brown chassis and body with dark 
cream side panels, beige hood and seats, 2 others similar but two-tone green with chrome solid wheels, Y9 1912 Simplex 
50 - red body, black chassis with yellow/orange plastics, Y8 1945 MG-TC - dark red, black seats and rust roof plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.   (51) 

 £50 - £70 

1095. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear 4 x 1982 limited edition pack of 5 models comprising Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - BP, Y5 
Talbot Van - Chivers & Son, Y10 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - silver with dark red seats, Y12 Ford Model T Van - Bird's Custard 
and Y13 Crossley Coal Truck - Evans Bros - all generally Mint in Good to Excellent packaging (ex shop-stock). 

 £20 - £30 

1096. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear mostly Commercial group to include 2 x Y7 1930 Model A Ford Wreck Truck - Shell, 
Y25 1910 Renault Ambulance - British Red Cross, Y26 1818 Crossley Beer Lorry - Romford Brewery, Y23 1930 Mack AC 
Tanker - Texaco, Y27 1922 Foden C-type Steam Wagon and Trailer - Frasers of Ipswich plus many others - all generally Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes (ex-shop stock).  (50) 

 £50 - £70 

1097. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group to include 2 x Y8 1945 MG TC - cream, black chassis with dark tan 
seats and hood, Y1 1936 Jaguar SS100 - dark green body and chassis, Y19 1938 Auburn Speedster - white/blue with blue 
24-spoke wheels, 2 x Y35b 1930 Ford Model A Pick-up Truck - Ambrosia plus many others - generally Near Mint to Mint a few 
have some marks and are generally Good Plus in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (47) 

 £50 - £70 

1098. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear factory trade box for 3 dozen models containing 36 x Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van 
"Harrods Express Delivery" - dark green body, black chassis, dark khaki roof, black seat, gold 12-spoke wheels and parts, 
cream upper panel and white type 2 rear doors - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes and Fair outer transit carton. 

 £30 - £50 

1099. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear factory trade box with 3 dozen models containing 36 x Y22 1930 Ford A Van 
"Maggis" - yellow body, gloss black chassis, gloss red type B roof, fawn seats, chrome 24-spoke wheels and Matchbox England 
base - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes with a Fair outer transit carton. 

 £30 - £50 

1100. Matchbox The Dinky Collection trade box for 36 pieces DY-1 contains 18 x DY-1 1968 Jaguar E-type Mk.1 1/2 - green 
with black roof - each models appears Mint within Excellent to Near Mint packaging (boxes still wrapped in tissue paper). 

 £50 - £70 

1101. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of special limited edition models to include 2 x YS16 Scammell 
100-ton - Truck Trailer with GWR Locomotive, 2 x YS9 Leyland Cub Fire Engine FK-7, 2 x Y19 1905 Fowler Showmans Engine, 
2 x Y16 Scania Vabis Postbus and 2 x DYS10 1950 Mercedes Benz Diesel Omnibus type 0-3500 - all generally Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint packaging with outer protective sleeves.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 
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1102. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear mid 1980's issue DS76 retailers wall mounted display case to hold model Y1 to 
Y30 - still have protective plastic covering to front of case, left hand side plastic laminate edging is loose, requires small 
adhesive fix - otherwise Excellent Plus in a Fair outer plain card transit box. 

 £50 - £70 

1103. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group of official retailer ephemera including 2 x "Model of the Month" card 
stands, 30cm x 42cm - slightly different printing colours to both stands, another similar smaller stand, 21cm x 30cm, an 
open/closed door or window stick-on sign, 2 further window signs "Appointed Stockist for Matchbox 1987" and "The Dinky 
Collection They're Here Now!", Appointed Stockist Benefit Scheme Leaflet and 3 x rubber ink stamps - 2 are relating to Models 
of Yesteryear - Good to Excellent interesting lot. 

 £50 - £70 

1104. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y24 1928 Bugatti T44 - colour trial model - plum red body with black door panels, 
brown seats, gold plated parts with black grille, cream chassis, chrome 24-spoke wheels, black rear luggage trunk, 13mm rear 
window with type 2 closed rear mudguard gaps - Near Mint unboxed. 

 £50 - £70 

1105. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y25 1910 Renault type AG Van - unused factory parts to include 5 x bonnet and 
windscreen - 2 x white, 2 x yellow and 1 orange (as used in colour trial models), white bonnet assembly with fitted seat and 9 x 
green bonnet part assemblies - generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint unboxed.  (19) 

 £30 - £40 

1106. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear unboxed group to include Y5 1929 Le Mans Bentley - British racing green body and 
chassis, gold radiator shell and filler cap, crimped axles, another similar darker green (has been refurbished and repainted), 
Y10 1908 Grand Prix Mercedes - cream body, black chassis, dark green seat with type 2 seat panel and with thin rear brace, 
another similar but with thick rear spare wheel brace, Y8 1914 Sunbeam Motorcycle with Milford Sidecar - chrome plated with 
dark green passenger seat and a Y8 1926 Morris Cowley Bullnose - tan body, dark brown chassis with crimped 
axles - generally Excellent to Near Mint apart from one which is repainted, unboxed.  (6) 

 £30 - £40 

1107. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "The Yesteryear Book 1956-2000/Millenium Edition" - hardback issue covering the full 
range of Matchbox Models of Yesteryear - generally Mint unmarked in a Near Mint outer transit carton. 

 £70 - £90 

1108. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear pair of Lesney Giftware items (1) Y15 Packard Victoria - gold coloured plating with 
dark red plastics, mounted on emulated onyx double pen stand, includes all card inner packing and pens and original outer card 
box dated 1970 Lesney Products; (2) Y4 Opel Coupe - gold plating with bright red plastics mounted on wooden pipe stand, 
includes inner card packing  piece and original outer card box - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging.  

 £40 - £50 

1109. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Giftware Series by Lesney Products Y3 1934 Riley MPH - chrome plated body with 
ruby red chassis, chrome 24-spoke wheels and with black seats and grille, mounted on stainless steel dish, comes with inner 
packing piece, original card window box and outer protective card sleeve - all generally Near Mint to Mint. 

 £50 - £60 

1110. Matchbox Lesney Giftware Series - K37 Speed Kings Sand Cat - gold plated body, orange chassis, black seats and 
hood with Maltese Cross wheels mounted on beige ceramic ashtray - Near Mint to Mint including original card window box and 
outer protective card sleeve. 

 £40 - £50 
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1111. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Transpalite Cigarette Lighter (unknown manufacturer) containing Y14 1911 Maxwell 
Roadster - turquoise body and chassis (without canopy), brass 12-spoke wheels and parts and copper petrol tank and exhaust, 
approx length 17cm with inbuilt lighter slot contains original lighter - generally Excellent unboxed. 

 £70 - £90 

1112. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Lesney Giftware Series - Y2 1914 Prince Henry Vauxhall - red body, silver bonnet, 
off-white/light cream seats, brass parts and 26-spoke wheels, mounted within glass bottle - lamp holder with cork fitted to one 
end and mounted on wooden stand - generally Good Plus, model has some discolour due to original production process, 
unboxed. 

 £40 - £60 

1113. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Lesney Giftware Series - Leland Industries, Y2 1914 Prince Henry Vauxhall - red, 
silver bonnet, off-white seats, brass parts and 26-spoke wheels mounted within glass bottle sealed with cork - generally 
Excellent although has suffered usual problems due to original production process, mounted on wooden stand with nameplate, 
also comes with original lift off lid buff coloured box with label to one end which is generally Good Plus. 

 £60 - £80 

1114. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Lesney Giftware Series Y5 1907 Peugeot - yellow body and chassis, black roof, red 
seats and grille, brass 12-spoke wheels, mounted within bottle-lamp holder - without cork but with original plastic light fitting to 
top - all generally Excellent unboxed. 

 £50 - £70 

1115. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Lesney Giftware Series Y5 1907 Peugeot - yellow body, black roof, red seats and 
grille, brass 12-spoke wheels, mounted within glass bottle, sealed with cork at one end - generally Excellent but does have 
some glazing issues due to original production process. 

 £50 - £70 

1116. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Lesney Giftware Series Y7 Rolls Royce - silver, dark red chassis and ridged roof, dark 
red seats and grille, brass 12-spoke wheels, mounted within glass bottle-lamp holder - still has original plastic fitting to top, 
mounted on wooden stand with nameplate - Good Plus, has some corrosion marks possibly due to original production process. 

 £50 - £70 

1117. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Lesney Giftware Series 1912 Simplex - metallic gold body, dark red metallic chassis, 
black hood, dark red seats and grille, brass 12-spoke wheels, mounted in glass bottle-lamp holder with cork to one end and with 
blanking piece to top, mounted on wooden stand with nameplate - generally Excellent, some small distortion due to original 
production process, unboxed. 

 £50 - £70 

1118. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Lesney Giftware Series 1909 Thomas Flyabout - metallic blue body and chassis, 
smooth tan hood, dark red seats and grille, brass parts and 12-spoke wheels - mounted within glass bottle-lamp holder with 
cork to one end and original plastic lamp fitting to top, mounted on wooden stand with nameplate - generally Excellent, some 
small marks etc due to original production process, unboxed.  

 £50 - £70 

1119. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y5 1927 Talbot Van "Hotel Excelsior" - burgundy body, glossy black chassis, matt 
black roof, black seat, chrome grille and parts, chrome 12-spoke wheels with screwed base - Preproduction handmade model 
at a French warehouse as a project for a French release in this series, it was deleted and eventually replaced by the "Menier 
Chocolate" in blue - interesting piece of history - can be seen in the "Matchbox History Book" 1994 page 8 - generally Near Mint 
unboxed. 

 £50 - £70 
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1120. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y1 1925 Allchin Traction Engine - mid green body and chassis, dark red spoked 
wheels, straight unpainted rear treads, crimped axles, copper boiler door - a few small marks to flywheel otherwise Near Mint in 
a Good type A box. 

 £60 - £80 

1121. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y1 1925 Allchin Traction Engine - mid green body and chassis, bright red spoked 
wheels, angled bright red rear tread design, riveted axles, gold boiler door - scarce issue - Excellent Plus, couple of tiny chips to 
front wheel but overall clean and bright nice example in a Fair but complete type C box. 

 £50 - £70 

1122. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y4 1905 Shand Mason Horsedrawn Fire Engine - fire engine red body, grey horses 
with dark grey mane and tail, brass boiler and pump, type A ashcan to footplate, type A hose locker sides, type 1 drawbar, 3 
black plastic crew members and Kent type 1 logos - rare issue - coloured mark to rear of driver - otherwise Excellent Plus 
superb example in a Good type C box. 

 £120 - £140 

1123. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y4 1905 Shand Mason Horsedrawn Fire Engine - fire engine red body, bronze horses 
with white mane and tail covers, brass boiler and pump, type B ashcan to footplate, type B hose locker sides, type 3 drawbar, 3 
black plastic crew and London type 4 decals - rare issue, tiny chip near drivers seat but overall clean and bright - Excellent Plus 
in a Fair but complete D3 box. 

 £60 - £80 

1124. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y6 1916 AEC "Y" type Lorry - "Osram Lamps" - light grey body and chassis, silver 
radiator shell, light grey driver and steering wheel, black solid plastic wheels, crimped axles - extremely rare issue (previously 
sold through Vectis) - Excellent Plus clean bright example in a Good Plus type A box. 

 £600 - £800 

1125. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y9 1924 Fowler "Big Lion" Showmans Engine - dark maroon body and base, gold 
cylinder block, copper boiler door, gold spiral roof supports, yellow spoked wheels, cream roof - some small chips to edge of 
roof canopy - otherwise Excellent in a Fair but complete type A box. 

 £40 - £50 

1126. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y11 1920 Aveling & Porter Steam Roller - mid green with mid green roof supports, 
black flywheel, gold makers plate, partial gold trim, dark red spoked wheels - rare issue - some chips/rubs to flywheel otherwise 
Excellent Plus in a Good type B box. 

 £40 - £50 

1127. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y13 1862 American "General" Class Locomotive "Santa Fe" - light green body, dark 
red chassis, black base, dark red baseplate rivet, gold condenser tops, silver headlamp lens, piston slot type A, light green 
bell - rare issue - a few small chips to cowcatcher edge otherwise Excellent Plus in a Good type D1 box. 

 £300 - £400 

1128. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear G6 Gift Set comprising (1) Y1 Allchin Traction Engine with angled unpainted treads, 
(2) Y13 Santa Fe Locomotive - dark green with silver headlamp and dark green base rivet, (3) Y5 Le Mans Bentley - British 
racing green with crimped axles, (4) Y2 London Bus with 4 over 4 window design, (5) Y10 Mercedes Grand Prix Racing 
Car - cream with dark green seat and wide seat lugs - generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint (Y2 Bus has a few edge chips and 
is Good Plus) in a Good Plus card box with card dividers. 

 £80 - £100 
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1129. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Horsedrawn vehicles from the Matchbox Collectables Era (1) YSH1 1900 
Gypsy Caravan, (2) YSH2 1886 London Omnibus, (3) YSH3 1975 World Fargo Stagecoach - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to 
Excellent boxes. 

 £50 - £70 

1130. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear boxed group of limited edition models to include YS16 Scammell 100-ton Truck-Trailer 
with GER Class Locomotive, YS39 1820 Passenger Coach and Horses, YS9 1936 Leyland Cub Fire Engine FK-7, YS38 1820 
Rolls Royce Armoured Car, YS46 1880 Merryweather Steam Fire Engine "Greenwich" and YS43 1905 Busch Self Propelled 
Fire Engine - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes, all have protective outer card sleeves.  (6) 

 £50 - £60 

1131. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group to include YY60 Connoisseur limited edition Gift Set containing 6 
models in wooden presentation box with inner packing, certificate, plastic cover and key (models appear corrosion free), YS65 
special limited edition Austin 7 Collection 3-model set, 3 individual Austin 7 Vans - MICA Convention models and a Ronald 
McDonald House Camp Quality 1996 collector set comprising 2 models - Ford Model TT Van - red with yellow roof and chassis 
and Ford Model A Van - light blue with dark blue roof and chassis - all Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint 
packaging (YY60 outer transit carton is Fair).  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1132. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear small boxed group (1) Y1 1911 Model T Ford Car - red body and chassis, black 
smooth hood, black seats and grille, brass 12-spoke wheels, painted windscreen and with rare twin handbrake lever, (2) Y10 
1928 Mercedes 36/220 - white body and chassis, holes to baseplate, bright red seats and with single rear spare wheel, (3) Y11 
1912 Packard Landaulet - dark red body and chassis, gloss black bonnet, brass steering wheel, 3-prong spare tyre carrier, 
brass plated parts and 12-spoke wheels, black plastic seats and baseplate type B - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good 
Plus type D3 boxes.   (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1133. Matchbox a mixed group to include Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Lesney Giftware Series Y14 1911 Maxwell 
Roadster - gold plating with bright red seat and hood (missing grille), mounted on black ceramic dish in a red with gold stars lift 
off lid box, Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y11 1912 Packard Landaulet, Matchbox King Size K21 Mercury Cougar - metallic 
gold with red interior in early window box, similar but K24 Lamborghini Miura - metallic red with ivory interior and a Speed Kings 
K33 Citroen SM - metallic magenta with pale yellow interior and 5-spoke wheels - Good to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus 
packaging.   (5) 

 £40 - £50 

1134. Matchbox a mixed group to include 70b Ford Grit Spreader - red body, primrose yellow back with grey slide in type F 
box, Matchbox Superfast 16e Badger - metallic bronze with cream antenna in "Rola-Matics" blister packaging and 3 x "Price 
Busters" sets - 2 x 4-pack with Matchbox Convoy and Superfast models and 1 triple pack - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to 
Excellent packaging.   (5) 

 £40 - £50 

1135. Matchbox Super Kings a boxed group to include K21 Ford Trans Continental Covered Truck and drawbar Trailer 
"Continental" - yellow/white with green canopies, similar but "Sunkist" - blue/white with orange canopies, K17 Scammell 
Container Truck "7Up" - white/green, K24 Scammell Container Truck "Crowe" - metallic red with white/red plastic container, K20 
Cargo Hauler and Pallet Loader, K14 Scammell Freightliner "LEP International Transport" - metallic blue/metallic red with white 
load base and roof and K33 Scammell Cargo Hauler "Gauntlet International" - with orange tractor unit and trailer, grey plastic 
containers with blue covers - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging.  (7) 

 £60 - £80 
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1136. Matchbox Super Kings a mixed boxed group to include K90 Matra-Rancho - red/white "Trans Globe Couriers", K37 
Leyland Tipper - yellow, white roof panel with red tipper back and "Laing" labels, K11 Dodge Delivery Van 
"Michelin" - yellow/blue, K19 Security Truck "Fort Knox", K77 Highway Rescue - Plymouth Trail Duster - orange/white with snow 
plough attachment, K20 Peterbilt Wreck Truck - green/white with red booms plus others - Fair to Near Mint in Fair to Good 
boxes (some are missing inner packaging and accessories).   (13) 

 £50 - £70 

1137. Matchbox Super Kings mixed Construction group to include K117 Bulldozer Transporter - yellow/chrome tractor unit 
with dark brown trailer, K114 Mobile Crane - yellow/black "Taylor Woodrow" (missing cellophane window), K114 similar but 
"Cotras", CS9 JCB 808 Excavator - yellow with red cab and scoop, CS2 Ford Transit Van "Miller Construction 
Company" - yellow/red and K139 Tipper Truck - red, black chassis and yellow hubs - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good 
packaging.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1138. Matchbox Super Kings boxed group to include K122 DAF Road Train Covered Truck and drawbar Trailer 
"Eurotrans" - white, black chassis with blue/yellow/red stripes, K129 Mercedes Benz Power Launch Transporter - two-tone blue 
truck trailer "Kruger" with white loadbed and "Spearhead" Boat, K111 Refuse Truck - orange with "Waste-Beta" labels and 
similar but K133 Refuse Truck - dark red on white chassis with "Refuse City Corp" logos - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good 
packaging.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1139. Matchbox Super Kings a mixed modern issue group to include K126 Royal Navy Helicopter Transporter - blue with 
dark blue/orange helicopter, K150 Leyland T45 Truck with 2 interchangeable rear bodies (some discolour), 2 x K169 Ford 
Transport Air Ambulances, 2 x K167 Ford Transit "Milka" plus others - Excellent to Mint (one is Fair) in Fair to Good Plus 
packaging.  (9) 

 £40 - £60 

1140. Matchbox Super Kings K78/SA Plymouth Gran Fury Fire Chief Car - red, white body stripe "International Association of 
Fire Chief's Foundation" logos x 5 - generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint window boxes. 

 £50 - £70 

1141. Matchbox Superfast group of early 1990's issue Convoy Racing Transporters to include 6 x CY04 "Crown", 6 x CY04 
"Goodwrench Racing Team", 9 x "Penn State Nittany Lions Happy Valley Express" 1992 limited edition team collectables and 6 
x "Penn State Nittany Lions" 1992 Penn State University limited edition team collectable - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near 
Mint packaging.  (24) 

 £50 - £70 

1142. Matchbox Superfast group of early 1990's issue Convoy Racing Transporters to include 6 x CY04 "Crown", 6 x CY04 
"Goodwrench Racing Team", 9 x "Penn State Nittany Lions Happy Valley Express" 1992 limited edition team collectables and 6 
x "Penn State Nittany Lions" 1992 Penn State University limited edition team collectable - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near 
Mint packaging.  (24) 

 £50 - £70 

1143. Matchbox Superfast group of early 1990's issue Convoy Racing Transporters to include 6 x CY04 "Crown", 6 x CY04 
"Goodwrench Racing Team", 9 x "Penn State Nittany Lions Happy Valley Express" 1992 limited edition team collectables and 6 
x "Penn State Nittany Lions" 1992 Penn State University limited edition team collectable - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near 
Mint packaging.  (24) 

 £50 - £70 

1144. Matchbox Superfast Super Stars 63 x MB54 "Goodwrench" Racing Car - black, red interior and racing number 
3 - generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes.  (63) 

 £50 - £60 
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1145. Matchbox Superfast Team Collectable boxed group of MB38 Ford Model A Vans - Major League Baseball Teams to 
include "Toronto Blue Jays", "Boston Red Sox", "New York Mets", "San Francisco Giants", "Chicago Cubs" and other 1990 
issues - all are generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging.   (26) 

 £30 - £40 

1146. Matchbox Superfast MB38 Ford Model A Van "Rutter Bros" Pasteurised Dairy Products - white, black 
chassis - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.   (45) 

 £30 - £40 

1147. Matchbox Superfast group to include 13 x "Lance Racing" twin packs - driver Rodney Combs, 5 x "Caterpillar Racing" 
1997 - David Green, various Team Collectables plus others - generally Mint in Excellent to Mint packaging.   (31) 

 £30 - £50 

1148. Matchbox Superfast a boxed group to include 5 x Rally Vette Series 1, 15 x Penn State "Nittany Lions" various Dodge 
Delivery Trucks including "Merit Tires", various Team Collectables including New York Giants and Washington Red Skins plus 
others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging.   (55) 

 £50 - £70 

1149. Matchbox Superfast a boxed group to include 4 x Rally Vette Series 1, 9 x MB54 "Goodwrench Racing”, various Team 
Collectables including Penn State Nittany Lions, Chicago White Sox, Philadelphia Eagles, Dodge Delivery Trucks including 
"Black Hawk Tires" plus others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (45) 

 £40 - £60 

1150. Matchbox Superfast group of modern issues on one blister cards to include 15 Corvette Stingray "Polizei" - silver/pale 
blue, Baja Bandit - metallic orange, 14 Ford Transit News Van, Land Rover Defender 110 - black with orange forest tampo, 66 
Dodge A100 Pick-up Truck "Mothers", Ford F550 Super Duty Fire Truck, Lamborghini LM002 off road vehicle plus many 
others - some duplication - generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint packaging.  (45) 

 £40 - £60 

1151. Matchbox group of Collectors Catalogues to include 5 x 1971 USA Edition, 5 x 1979/80, 5 x 1982/83, 5 x 1987, 5 x 
1988, 5 x 1993, 5 x 1994 and 5 x 2005 Series - poster style catalogue - all are in Excellent to Near Mint above average 
condition.   (40) 

 £40 - £60 

1152. Matchbox 2 x form card Toyfair/Convention Displays 33cm x 48cm with plastic compartments for leaflets (1) "Austin 
Powers" - 1st Edition Star Car Bus; (2) Matchbox Collectables Tow Truck - Web Exclusive - generally Excellent. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1153. Matchbox Original early 1970's Poster showing the full range of Matchbox Toys including Speed Kings, Super Kings, 
Models of Yesteryear, Battle Kings, Sky Busters and Matchbox Superfast in full colour with descriptions produced by Lesney 
Products PTY. Limited Australia, approx dimensions 50cm x 75cm - generally Good (does have a few creases, small marks and 
stains) but not often seen for sale. 

 £30 - £40 

1154. Matchbox Superfast pair of early 1970's blister cards made in England (1) 23e Volkswagen Transporter Camper 
Van - orange body with darker orange opening roof, clear windows, white interior, 5-spoke wheels; (2) 70b Dodge Charger 
Dragster - pink body, purple base, light green snake labels, chrome interior, 4-spoke rear wheels and 5-spoke front - Near Mint 
to Mint in generally Good sealed blister cards.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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1155. Matchbox Superfast mixed group (1) 45d BMW 3.0 CSL - orange body, pale interior, bare metal base, turquoise green 
windows, 5-arch wheels in hard to find Italian 1981 window box; (2) 1d Dodge Challenger Dragster - orange body with blue and 
white hood trunk tampo print, white "Revin Rebel" door tampo print, white roof, clear windows, black interior, silver painted 
base - 1980 blister card issue; (3) 3b Monteverdi Hai - orange body with racing number 6 hood label (from 62c Renault 17TL), 
blue windows, ivory interior, matt black base, 5-spoke wide wheels - on 1976 Lesney England blister card - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Excellent packaging. 

 £50 - £70 

1156. Matchbox Superfast 63b Freeway Gas Tanker "Juvitol" - "Oranol" - possibly French promotional issue - burnt orange 
tractor unit with purple windows and Maltese Cross wheels, red trailer with white tank with labels and 5-spoke rear wheels - a 
few small marks to tank and slight peel to corner of labels - otherwise Excellent unboxed. 

 £60 - £80 

1157. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group to include 68c Chevrolet Van "Adidas" - white body with blue tampo print, blue 
windows and bare metal base - in German issue window box (taped at one end), 41a Ford GT40 - metallic bronze body with 
racing number 6 hood label, clear windows, red interior and green base, 3 x empty Superfast boxes (Fair to Good condition), a 
number of blister card issue including 7e Volkswagen Golf - black, red interior, clear windows, dot-dash wheels and gloss black 
base, 12d Citroen CX Estate - bright yellow body, red interior, light blue windows, dot-dash wheels and gloss black base plus 
others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good packaging.   (23) 

 £60 - £80 

1158. Matchbox Superfast a group of early 1980's issue models mostly made in England to include MB21 Renault 
5TL - white, black base "Rally Monte Carlo" tampo, MB57 Carmichael Fire Truck - red, grey roller doors and 5-arch wheels, "A 
View to a Kill" James Bond 007 Renault 11 Taxi - metallic blue and also Rolls Royce Silver Cloud II - metallic silver, MB12 
Citroen CX Ambulance - white with red/black tampo and blue roof lights, MB8 Rover 3500 - metallic bronze with beige interior 
and dot-dash wheels, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes (one is open at ends).  (12) 

 £50 - £70 

1159. Matchbox Superfast a group of early 1980's issue models mostly made in England to include MB20 Range 
Rover - sand body, "Securitie - Rallye - Paris Dakar 83" with red roof spinner, 2 x MB70 Ferrari - orange-red with and without 
"Ferrari" tampo, MB25 Audi Quattro - white with brown/orange tampo, MB8 Rover 3500 Police Car - white, yellow/black tampo, 
blue windows and roof lights plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (12) 

 £50 - £70 

1160. Matchbox Superfast a group of 1980's "American Editions" 26d "Cosmic Blues" - white with blue star tampo and 
chrome engine block, 48f "Red Rider" Dragster, 2 x 68d Willys Street Rod "White Heat" - blue, chrome engine and exhaust, 67 
Ford Mustang - black body with amber windows with green/yellow tampo plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent 
boxes (one box has been opened).  (16) 

 £50 - £70 

1161. Matchbox Superfast a group of early to mid 1980's issue models in blue window boxes mostly made in Macau to 
include MB56 VW Golf GTI - red with black/white tampo, MB48 Unimog - yellow with white plastic "Rescue" canopy, MB49 
Sand Digger - red/chrome "Dune Man", MB72 Ford Supervan - white with blue/red "Starfire" tampo, MB39 BMW Cabriolet - red, 
323i tampo in black, MB55 Ford Sierra XR4i - yellow with black tampo plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent packaging (a few have been opened).  (27) 

 £60 - £80 

1162. Matchbox Superfast a group of early to mid 1980's issue mostly made in Macau to include Superfast Lasers LW23 
Ferrari - two different colour variations - metallic red and pearlescent silver, MB53 Flareside Pick-up Truck - orange and yellow 
colour variations, MB63 4x4 Pick-up - yellow with "24" tampo and another with "63" tampo, MB66 Rolls Royce Silver Spirit in 
pale metallic gold, 2 x MB33 Police Motorcycle and MB50 Harley Davidson plus others - Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to 
Excellent boxes.  (27) 

 £60 - £80 
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1163. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group of models mostly Macau/China issues to include MB65 Plane Transporter - orange 
with red/white aircraft, 2 x MB61 Wreck Truck - white with orange booms and another with blue, MB5 Peterbilt Tanker - black 
"Amoco" and another similar but in white with blue/red tampo, MB54 Airport Foam Monitor - red with white roof, MB36 Refuse 
Truck - white with blue back plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (40) 

 £50 - £70 

1164. Matchbox Superfast a group of late 80's issues in graph paper style window boxes to include MB16 Land Rover 
90 - blue, white roof "Royal Navy", MB55 Ford Sierra XR4i - black, red interior "Texaco" tampo, MB37 Nissan 300ZX - yellow 
with dark cream interior, MB34 Ford RS200 - blue, racing number 2 and white tampo, MB8 Opel Kadett Police Car - white with 
blue windows and roof-lights, MB35 Ford Broncho 2 "Beach Patrol Rescue" - white with red interior, MB63 VW Golf GTi - white 
"LZ" promotional German issue plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes (a few have been opened).  (31) 

 £60 - £80 

1165. Matchbox Superfast "Collectors Choice" boxed group to include 24 Ferrari F40 - pearlescent white, "57" 
Chevy - metallic blue/silver, 23 Porsche 9442 Turbo - yellow, 18 Jeep Eagle 4x4 - metallic turquoise, 22 Ferrari 
Testarossa - metallic blue plus others and 1 Dragon Racing Team Astrological Model - Ferrari Testarossa - yellow - does 
include a few duplicates - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.   (29) 

 £60 - £80 

1166. Matchbox Superfast large boxed group to include MB43 Steam Locomotive x 4 includes 4 different variations, My First 
Matchbox Taxi - yellow with multi coloured logos, MB60 Ford Transit Van "Peter Cox Preservation", MB19 Peterbilt Cement 
Mixer - blue with yellow barrel, MB72 Ford Supervan - white with blue/red "Star Fire" tampo, MB21 Breakdown Van in gold 100 
Years of Motoring box, 2 Australian limited edition issues including MB72 Delivery Truck - "Nestle Chokito" plus others - Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes (a few have been opened).   (46) 

 £50 - £70 

1167. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group to include 4 x MB38 Van Sets including "The Circus Comes to Town" and "The 
Australian Vintage Collection" plus two others and a large number of MICA Convention Vans and similar including Philadelphia 
93, 2 x 4th MICA Convention, 9th MICA UK Convention Ironbridge Telford plus many others and a few unboxed MB38 Vans 
including The Toy Museum Chester and a few empty flattened boxes - generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to 
Excellent packaging. (40) 

 £50 - £70 

1168. Matchbox Superfast a large boxed group predominantly MB38 Ford Model A Vans to include "Asda Baked Beans", 
"Tandy Electronics", "Coca Cola", 3 x "Isle of Man TT" plus many others - generally Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. 
(60) 

 £50 - £70 

1169. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group to include 4 x MB43 Steam Locomotive - four different colour variations, several 
MB38 Ford Model A Vans including "Lyons Tea", "Smiths Crisps", a Matchbox Convoy CY-16 Scania Box Truck - Merry 
Christmas MICA Members 1988, plus others and a few unboxed models - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (36 
boxed + 7 unboxed) 

 £40 - £60 

1170. Matchbox Superfast World Class Series a blister card group to include #1 Lamborghini Diablo in red, #14 Lincoln Town 
Car - black/chrome, #16 Corvette Grand Sport - metallic red with white body stripes, #21 Mercedes Benz 500 SL - black/silver, 
plus others - does include a few duplicates - all generally Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (32) 

 £60 - £80 
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1171. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group to include 3 x 20e Police Patrol - all are white with Maltese Cross wheels, two with 
orange interior and one with blue, 2 x 2e Jeep Hot Rod - both are red, white base with pale yellow interior and 4-spoke wheels, 
60d Holden Pick-up - metallic magenta body "500" label, yellow interior and Motorcycles and dot-dash wheels, 6e Mercedes 
350 SL - orange body, pale yellow interior, black hood and 5-spoke wheels, plus others - Fair to Excellent Plus with a similar 
number of reproduction boxes.  (50) 

 £60 - £80 

1172. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group to include 68d 4x4 Chevy Van - metallic green, "Ridin High", 58d Ruuff 
Trek - metallic gold with red interior and black painted base, 2 x 69f Willys Street Rod - "White Heat" - white with flames tampo 
and unpainted base and another blue with silver-grey base, 47f Jaguar SS100 - red body with brown interior, plus others - Near 
Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (28) 

 £60 - £80 

1173. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group of Gift Sets and similar (1) G100 - Twin Thunderbolt Launcher Set includes 2 x 
Thunderbolt Launchers and 2 x Superfast Cars - 9f Ford Escort RS2000 - white, beige interior and black painted base, 12f 
Citroen CX - metallic blue, pale yellow interior and silver-grey base - box complete but does have old price label to one edge, 
(2) Police Emergency Gift Set comprising 4 models - 35f Land Rover 90, (3) MB-824 Super Value Pack comprising 10 models, 
(4) 34307 10-model Set including Emergency vehicles and Off Road vehicles, (5) Pills, Potions and Powders - 6-model MB38 
Van Set - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1174. Matchbox Superfast and similar a mixed blister card group to include Matchbox Action "Lock-ups" - 11 x singles and 2 
x triple packs, 3 x "Swap Tops" including Nissan 300 ZX, Corvette and Mercedes-Benz 500 SL, 5 x "Real Talkin" includes Fire 
Engines, Refuse Truck and Emergency vehicles, plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (27) 

 £50 - £70 

1175. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group to include MB44 Citroen 15 - black, MB73 Ford Model A Car - cream with dark 
brown chassis, several MB38 Vans including Guernsey Post Office, My First Matchbox LL-111 Bulldozer, MB22 Jaguar 
XK120 - green, more recent Mattel Wheels issues including Mercedes Benz G Wagon - red "Mission", Land Rover 90 Police 
vehicle, plus many others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (52) 

 £40 - £60 

1176. Matchbox Superfast a mixed modern issue group to include 6 x "Jurassic World" including Mercedes Benz GLE 
Coupe - silver, Mattel Wheels Chevy Tahoe Emergency vehicle, Matchbox 50th Anniversary - MBX Heroic Rescue - State 
Police Car, MBX Adventure City - Chevy Bel Air Convertible - blue with white interior, 35 City Bus - metallic red/silver, plus 
many others - generally Mint in Good to Excellent packaging (a few have pen marks to rear of cards). (48) 

 £50 - £70 

1177. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group to include 4 x Dinky models on blister cards including 122 Sun Van and 110 
Stepside Pick-up, Matchbox Superfast 32 Field Gun, #32 62 Corvette - blue, 4 x unboxed Volvo Container Trucks - "Polar 
Power" plus others and 25 x Matchbox Catalogues including Collectors Catalogue 1973, 1980/81, 1984 does include a couple 
of Reproduction Dinky Catalogues - generally Good to Near Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging where applicable. (40) 

 £40 - £60 

1178. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group including MICA Convention models including MB38 Vans - 1st MICA Convention, 
3rd European MICA Convention, 1st Australian MICA Convention plus others and some Promotional mailaway 
models - generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (32) 

 £30 - £50 
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1179. Matchbox a group of early 80's "Popeye" character Cars to include 5 x CS-14 Bluto's Road Roller, 5 x CS-13 Popeye's 
Spinach Wagon and a CS-15 Olive's Convertible - all are generally Near Mint to Mint on generally Excellent blister cards, lot 
also includes original Retailers Trade Box which is generally Good with a few creases and marks. 

 £80 - £100 

1180. Matchbox a group of "Walt Disney" Character Models to include 5 x WD-1 "Mickey Mouse" Fire Engine and 5 x WD-7 
"Pinocchio" - Near Mint to Mint on generally Excellent blister cards.  (11) 

 £60 - £80 

1181. Matchbox group of "My First Matchbox" Models to include LL-116 comprising 6 models includes Cement Mixer, 
Locomotive and Boat, LL-113 3-model set comprising Breakdown Truck, School Bus and Volvo Container Truck plus 4 x 
LL-111 individual boxed models including Vauxhall Astra Police Car - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus packaging.  (6) 

 £40 - £50 

1182. Matchbox Superfast group of Gift Sets (1) CF-300 - Commando Strike Team - 5-model Military Set includes Radar 
Truck, (2) G3 "JCB" 4-model Gift Set includes Ford Transit Van, (3) G5 "Federal Express" 5-model set including VW Golf, (4) 
G6 "Virgin" 5-model set includes Dodge Caravan Passenger Service vehicle, (5) G11 "Lufthansa" includes Porsche 
928 - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging.  (5) 

 £60 - £80 

1183. "Drive & Fly" multi pack comprising 10 Matchbox Cars and 5 Skybusters, MC-18 "Ferrari" 5-model gift set including 
Convoy Series Ferrari Racing Transporter with DAF 2000 Spacecab, MC9 Motor City 5-model set including Racing Transporter 
and Service Vehicles, 060025 "Classy Classics" - 5-collector favourites includes 57 Chevy - black/red with flames tampo 
(packaging has been opened at both ends) plus 2 Convoy Series models - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent 
Plus packaging.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1184. Matchbox Superfast a group of early 1980's issues Made in England by Lesney to include MB26 Volvo Cable 
Truck - yellow cab and chassis with black plastic grille and grey cable drums, 2 x MB20 Range Rover Police Patrol 
"Securite-Rallye Paris-Dakar 83" both with clear frosted glass and red roof spinner, 2 x MB37 Matra Ranchos - blue and yellow 
colour variations, MB57 Carmichael Fire Truck - red, blue interior with 5-arch wheels, MB21 Renault 5TL - Rallye Le Car - white 
with yellow/red tampo plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes - mostly unopened.   (16) 

 £60 - £80 

1185. Matchbox Superfast group of early 1980's issues all are made in England by Lesney to include MB71 Cattle 
Truck - yellow cab and chassis, brown rear, red tinted windows and 5-crown wheels, MB55 Ford Sierra XR4i - two-tone 
silver/grey with red tampo and red interior, MB56 Mercedes 450 SEL - white with green Polizei tampo, silver grey base, 2 x 
MB65 Airport Coach "Alitalia" - white with cream roof (some discolouration to plastics), MB18 Hondarora - yellow/black with 
brown rider figure (hanger card has been cut off), plus others - mostly Near Mint to Mint, two are Fair in Fair to Excellent boxes. 
(17) 

 £50 - £70 

1186. Matchbox Superfast "American Editions" to include 48d Red Rider, 26d Cosmic Blues, 2 x 69d Willys Street Rod - blue 
with flames tampo, 2 x 44d Boss Mustang - black, chrome interior, amber windows, green/yellow/white tampo, 3 x 41e 
Chevrolet Ambulance - white/orange "Paramedics" tampos, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes mostly 
sealed. (17) 

 £60 - £80 
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1187. Matchbox Superfast group of early to mid 1980's mostly made in Macau issues to include MB8 Rover 3500 Police Car, 
MB43 AMG Mercedes Benz - red, MB56 VW Golf GTI, MB49 Sand Digger - metallic green, MB39 BMW Cabriolet - red and a 
similar model in white, MB16 Land Rover 90 - blue with white roof, MB72 Ford Supervan - white with blue tampo, plus many 
others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes (some have been opened). (29) 

 £60 - £80 

1188. Matchbox Superfast group of early to mid 1980's mostly made in Macau issues to include MB57 Carmichael Fire 
Vehicle - red, MB53 Ford Flareside Pick-up Truck - yellow, MB25 Audi Quattro, MB33 Renault 11 Turbo - black with silver 
tampo, MB31 Mazda RX7 - black with gold body stripe, MB56 Mercedes 450 Polizei Police Car - white/green, plus many 
others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. (29) 

 £60 - £80 

1189. Matchbox Superfast a group of early to mid 1980's mostly made in Macau issues to include MB56 VW Golf GTI - red, 
MB74 Fiat Abarth - racing number 3 "Alitalia", MB14 Jeep Eagle - white with white canopy, MB22 Jaguar XK-120 - cream with 
racing number 414, plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes - a few have been opened. (29) 

 £60 - £80 

1190. Matchbox Superfast a group of early to mid 1980's issues mainly made in Macau to include MB36 Refuse Truck - grey 
with blue back, MB71 Cattle Truck - yellow with brown back and red tinted windows, MB54 NASA Tracking Vehicle, 2 x MB5 
Tanker Truck "Amoco", 2 x MB5 Peterbilt Tanker "Ampol", 6 x Ford Sierra XR4i - white, red interior with grey base - generally 
Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes.  (38) 

 £50 - £70 

1191. Matchbox Superfast a group of early to mid 1980's issues including 15 x Ford Sierra XR4i - white, red interior with grey 
base, 2 x MB38 Ford Model A Vans "Pepsi Cola", 2 x Ford Transit Vans "Unichem" - white on blister cards, plus others and 
some promotional and mailaway issues - generally Near Mint to Mint (a couple are Fair with discoloured plastics) in Fair to 
Excellent boxes. (45) 

 £50 - £70 

1192. Matchbox Superfast a group of mid to late 1980's issues to include 2 x MB58 Mercedes Benz 300E 
Polizei - white/green, MB1 Jaguar XJ6 - metallic red, MB16 Land Rover 90 - blue with white roof - Royal Navy, MB15 Peugeot 
205 Turbo 16, MB43 57 Chevrolet - purple, MB73 TV News Truck - MB TV, 2 x MB33 Mercedes Benz 500 SL Convertibles on 
blister cards, plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (45) 

 £60 - £80 

1193. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group to include 5 x Chinese Astrological Racing Cars, 6 x Special Editions in gold boxes 
"100 Years of Motoring" including MB35 Pick-up Camper - red with white canopy, MB5 Peterbilt Tanker - black "Amoco", MB65 
Airport Coach "Australian" in limited edition gold box, MB60 Ford Transit Van "Peter Cox Preservation" some modern issues 
and 3 x Sky Busters – Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (30) 

 £40 - £50 

1194. Matchbox Superfast group of Triple Packs made in Macau "Super Value Pack" each containing 3 various 
models - models include BMW Cabriolet - two-tone blue, Jaguar XK120 - cream, red seat, racing number 414 with 5-crown 
wheels, Land Rover 90 - white, "County" tampo, Power Boat on Trailer, Tractor, Racing Car plus many others - all generally 
Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (16) 

 £50 - £70 

1195. Matchbox Superfast group of made in Macau "Super Value Pack" models include Land Rover 90 - red with white roof, 
MB38 Vans, BMW Cabriolet - two-tone blue, MR2 Pace Car, Camaro Iroc Z - yellow with blue/red tampo, plus others - generally 
Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (17) 

 £50 - £70 
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1196. Matchbox Superfast a mixed blister card group to include CY805 "Buy a Convoy Get 2 Cars Free" - "Pirelli Racing 
Team", similar but "Tizer", Royal Navy Gift Set 3-model set, 8 x Dinky Toys on blister card including 2 x VW Golf, Royal Mail 
Triple Set, a few modern issues including "Best of British" 1961 Jaguar E-type in metallic gold, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Near Mint packaging. (23) 

 £50 - £70 

The Calgary Collection 

1197. Matchbox Regular Wheels 3a Site Mixer - Stannard Code 8 - mid blue type B body without engine cover handle cast & 
without interior ribs, orange metal hubs domed crimped axle - Mint in Excellent Plus type B2 box. Nice example. 

 £40 - £50 

1198. Matchbox Regular Wheels 30a Ford Prefect - fawn body with silver trim, matt black base, metal wheels with domed 
crimped axles - Mint apart from tiny factory assembly paint chip to tow hook in Excellent type B2 box with large thin model 
numbers to end flaps. Nice example. 

 £40 - £50 

1199. Matchbox Regular Wheels 30a Ford Prefect - fawn body with silver trim, matt black base, metal wheels with domed 
crimped axles - Mint apart from minor small factory silver paint mark to top of right hand front wing in Good Plus to Excellent 
type B2 box with large thin model numbers to end flaps. 

 £30 - £40 

1200. Matchbox Regular Wheels 33a Ford Zodiac - Stannard Code 5 - sea green body with silver trim, type B hood interior, 
type B roof interior with single ejector ring, matt black base, metal wheels with domed crimped axles - Near Mint (factory paint 
flaw to left hand C pillar (see photo) in Good Plus to Excellently type B2 box with large thin model numbers to end f laps (box 
very clean but unfortunately has some creasing to one end flap). 

 £60 - £80 

1201. Matchbox Regular Wheels 1c Aveling Barford Diesel Road Roller - dark green body, red metal rollers with rounded 
axles - Near Mint with factory paint flaws to front roller in Good Plus very clean but creased scarce type B4 box. 

 £40 - £50 

1202. Matchbox Regular Wheels 4b Massey Harris Tractor - Stannard Code 6 - red body, tan type A driver with cast open 
gap between arms & legs (partially flashed over), grey plastic wheels with rounded axles - Excellent Plus with tiny chip to top of 
exhaust stack & usual thin factory paint finish to driver in Excellent Plus scarce type B3 box. 

 £60 - £80 

1203. Matchbox Regular Wheels 10b Scammell Scarab Mechanical Horse & Trailer - Stannard Code 5 - red tractor unit with 
mask sprayed silver trim, tan trailer, 18-tread grey plastic wheels with crimped axles - Near Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus 
earlier period type B2 box with large model numbers to end flaps. 

 £60 - £80 

1204. Matchbox Regular Wheels 34a Volkswagen Transporter Van - Stannard Code 3 - blue body with hand applied silver 
trim, matt black base, 20-tread grey plastic wheels with crimped axles - Near Mint with some slight paint loss to front & rear 
silver trim in Excellent scarce type B3 box. 

 £50 - £60 
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1205. Matchbox Regular Wheels 34a Volkswagen Transporter Van - Stannard Code 3 - blue body with hand applied silver 
trim, scarce gloss black base, 20-tread grey plastic wheels with crimped axles - Mint apart from a couple of minor factory 
assembly marks in Excellent Plus scarce type B3 box. 

 £70 - £90 

1206. Matchbox Regular Wheels pair of British Cars. (1) 36a Austin A50 Saloon - Stannard Code 4 - turquoise blue body with 
mask sprayed front & rear silver trim, hand applied red tail-lamps, satin black base, 18-tread grey plastic wheels with crimped 
axles - Mint in Excellent scarce type B3 box; (2) 43a Hillman Minx - Stannard Code 9 - blue-grey body with mask sprayed front 
& rear silver trim and masked sprayed red tail-lamps, pale grey roof & trunk, gloss black base, 20-tread grey plastic wheels with 
crimped axles - Excellent Plus with rub mark to roof in Good Plus scarce type B3 box (box very clean but unfortunately has tape 
repair to one end flap).  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1207. Matchbox Regular Wheels 46a Morris Minor - blue body with mask sprayed front & rear silver trim and mask sprayed 
red tail-lamps, gloss black base, 18-tread grey plastic wheels with crimped axles - Excellent (has considerable factory silver 
paint marks to hood & right hand front wing) in Excellent scarce type B3 box. 

 £60 - £80 

1208. Matchbox Regular Wheels pair of British Cars. (1) 7b Ford Anglia - Stannard Code 4 - pale blue body with rear silver 
trim & red tail-lamps, pale green windows, gloss black base with model No.7 on raised platform, 20-tread silver plastic 
wheels - Excellent Plus with a few tiny pin size factory assembly paint chips in Good clean but creased "New Model" type C 
Lesney box printed by Pembroke Abbey; (2) 29b Austin A55 Cambridge - two-tone green body with rear silver trim & red 
tail-lamps, pale green windows (almost clear), gloss black base, 20-tread silver plastic wheels - Excellent Plus with small 
scratch to rear of roof in Excellent Plus to Near Mint Lesney box without printers identification.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1209. Matchbox Regular Wheels pair of British Cars. (1) 7b Ford Anglia - Stannard Code 4 - pale blue body with rear silver 
trim & red tail-lamps, pale green windows, gloss black base with model No.7 on raised platform, 20-tread silver plastic 
wheels - Near Mint with just a couple of tiny pin size factory assembly paint chips in generally Excellent "New Model" type C box 
printed by Pembroke Abbey but does have puncture hole to one end flap; (2) 44a Rolls Royce Silver Cloud - Stannard Code 
8 - metallic silver-blue body with rear silver trim & red tail-lamps, gloss black base, 20-tread grey plastic wheels with rounded 
axles - Near Mint with minor factory casting flaw to rear of roof in Excellent Plus type B5 box printed by Pembroke Abbey.  (2) 

 £80 - £100 

1210. Matchbox Regular Wheels 9c Merryweather Marquis Fire Engine - Stannard Code 4 - dull red body without rear silver 
trim but with upper hose lockers cast, tan ladder, gloss black base, 24-tread grey plastic wheels with rounded axles - Near Mint 
with rub mark to side of roof in generally Near Mint type C Lesney box without "New Model" to end flaps printed by Pembroke 
Abbey. 

 £50 - £60 

1211. Matchbox Regular Wheels pair of Commercial Vehicles. (1) 10c Foden Sugar Container Truck - dark blue body with 
silver trim, rear decal without crown, without base hole, 20-tread silver plastic wheels - Near Mint in Good Plus "New Model" 
type B5 box printed by Pembroke Abbey; (2) 11b ERF Esso Tanker - red body with mask sprayed silver trim, type B base 
without front hole & cast shut rear rectangular rear hole - Excellent with decal loss to upper edge of Esso decal in Good Plus 
type C Lesney box printed by Bowaters with some old glue marks to one end flap.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1212. Matchbox Regular Wheels 12b Land Rover - Stannard Code 1 - military green body with silver trim to headlamps & 
front bumper only, gloss black base, 24-tread black plastic wheels with crimped axles - Near Mint with chip to rear tow hook in 
Near Mint scarce correct issue type B4 box. 

 £50 - £70 
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1213. Matchbox Regular Wheels 12b Land Rover - Stannard Code 1 - military green body with silver trim to headlamps & 
front bumper only, gloss black base, 24-tread black plastic wheels with crimped axles - Mint apart from minor factory silver paint 
mark to leading edge of hood in Excellent Plus correct issue scarce type B4 box. 

 £50 - £70 

1214. Matchbox Regular Wheels 14b Daimler Ambulance - Stannard Code 8 - off-white body with mask sprayed silver trim, 
gloss black base, 20-tread grey plastic wheels with rounded axles - Excellent Plus with some decal loss to red cross roof decal 
in Excellent Plus to Near Mint scarce type B4 box and 44a Rolls Royce Silver Cloud - Stannard Code 9 - metallic silver-blue 
body with rear silver trim but without red tail-lamps, gloss black base, 20-tread silver plastic wheels - Excellent Plus (base rear 
rivet not fully spun down by the factory resulting in the base being a little loose) in Excellent to Excellent Plus type B5 box 
printed by Pembroke Abbey.  (2) 

 £70 - £90 

1215. Matchbox Regular Wheels ERF 68g Dropside Truck "Ever Ready" - dark blue body with silver trim, orange outline 
decals, gloss black base, 18-tread silver plastic wheels - Near Mint with a couple of tiny chips to upper edge of dropside body in 
Good creased type B5 box. 

 £40 - £60 

1216. Matchbox Regular Wheels 28b Ford Thames Trader Compressor Truck - Stannard Code 1 - yellow body with type A 
cast open compressor engine & rear silver trim, early pattern front silver trim with gap between grille & front bumper, gloss black 
base, 24-tread black plastic wheels with crimped axles - Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips in Excellent Plus type B5 box 
illustrating earlier No.28a Bedford Compressor Truck (box exceptionally clean but has small puncture hole to one striker side). 

 £50 - £70 

1217. Matchbox Regular Wheels pair of Commercial Vehicles. (1) 28b Ford Thames Trader Compressor Truck - Stannard 
Code 2 - yellow body with type A cast open compressor engine & rear silver trim, early pattern front silver trim with gap between 
grille & front bumper, gloss black base, 24-tread black plastic wheels with rounded axles - Near Mint with a couple of tiny pin 
size factory assembly paint chips only in Excellent type B5 box illustrating earlier No.28a Bedford Compressor Truck; (2) 38a 
Karrier Bantam Refuse Truck - Stannard Code 9 - metallic silver body, 18-tread grey plastic wheels - Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent to Excellent Plus earlier period scarce type B3 box.  (2) 

 £80 - £100 

1218. Matchbox Regular Wheels pair of British Cars. (10 29b Austin A55 Cambridge - Stannard Code 2 - two-tone green 
body with rear silver trim & red tail-lamps, pale green windows (almost clear), gloss black base, 20-tread silver plastic 
wheels - Excellent (front axle a little bent out of shape) in Excellent Plus "New Model" type C Lesney box without printers 
identification; (2) 44a Rolls Royce Silver Cloud - Stannard Code 8 - metallic silver-blue body with rear silver trim & red 
tail-lamps, gloss black base, 20-tread grey plastic wheels with rounded axles - Excellent (left hand corner of front bumper 
missing) in Fair but still complete type B5 box printed by Pembroke Abbey.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1219. Matchbox Regular Wheels 35a ERF Horse Box - Stannard Code 6 - red cab & chassis with mask sprayed silver trim, 
tan body, 18-tread silver plastic wheels - Mint apart from slightly thin factory paint finish to silver trim in Excellent type B5 box 
printed by Pembroke Abbey. 

 £80 - £100 

1220. Matchbox Regular Wheels 35a ERF Horse Box - Stannard Code 6 - red cab & chassis with mask sprayed silver trim, 
tan body, 18-tread silver plastic wheels - Near Mint (small scratch to roof crown) in Good Plus type B5 box printed by Pembroke 
Abbey with tear to one end flap. 

 £70 - £90 
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1221. Matchbox Regular Wheels 37b Karrier Bantam Coca Cola Delivery Truck - Stannard Code 1 - yellow body with silver 
trim & tall rear decal, gloss black base, 18-tread grey plastic wheels with crimped axles - Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny pin 
size chips in Excellent scarce correct issue type B4 box (box very clean but has small tear to one end flap). 

 £70 - £90 

1222. Matchbox Regular Wheels 39a Ford Zodiac Convertible - Stannard Code 9 - dark salmon pink body with mask sprayed 
front & rear silver trim and mask sprayed red tail lamps, tan driver, turquoise interior & base, 18-tread grey plastic wheels with 
rounded axles - Excellent Plus with paint chips to driver in Excellent type B5 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. 

 £70 - £90 

1223. Matchbox Regular Wheels pair of American Cars.  (1) 39b Pontiac Bonneville Convertible - Stannard Code 1 - metallic 
purple body, pale green windscreen, cream interior with red steering wheel, maroon base, 20-tread silver plastic 
wheels - Excellent Plus (axles rusty) in Poor but still complete "New Model" type C Lesney box; (2) 57b Chevrolet 
Impala - two-tone blue body with red tail lamps, pale green windows, dark blue base, 20-tread silver plastic wheels - Excellent 
Plus (rear bumpers & tow hook repainted silver) in Good "New Model" type C Lesney box printed by Pembroke Abbey. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

1224. Matchbox Regular Wheels 39b Pontiac Bonneville Convertible - Stannard Code 2 - metallic purple body, pale green 
windscreen, cream interior with red steering wheel, 20-tread grey plastic wheels - Good Plus to Excellent (chip to both right 
hand rear tail lamps & couple of chips to tow hook, windscreen damaged with two cracks) in generally Good creased later 
period type D4 box with minor ink graffiti to one picture face.  Rare issue with grey plastic wheels. 

 £200 - £300 

1225. Matchbox Regular Wheels pair of Commercial vehicles.  (1) 40a Bedford Tipper Truck - red cab & chassis with mask 
sprayed silver trim, tan tipper body, 20-tread grey plastic wheels with rounded axles - Good Plus with factory paint flaws to left 
hand side of tipper body in Good type B5 box (box very clean but has tape repair to one end flap); (2) 51a Albion Chieftain 
Cement Truck "Blue Circle Portland Cement" - yellow body with mask sprayed silver trim, light tan load, gloss black base, 
18-tread grey plastic wheels with crimped axles - Excellent in Excellent scarce type B3 box. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1226. Matchbox Regular Wheels 41b Jaguar D-type - dark green body with racing number 41 decals, tan driver, gloss black 
base, wire wheels with 72-tread black plastic tyres - Excellent Plus with usual factory assembly paint chips to drivers head & 
couple of tiny chips to rear fin in Excellent a little creased type D2 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. 

 £60 - £70 

1227. Matchbox Regular Wheels 53a Aston Martin DB2/4 - metallic silver-green body with mask sprayed front & rear silver 
trim and mask sprayed red tail lamps, gloss black base, 24-tread grey plastic wheels with rounded axles - Excellent Plus with 
some factory paint/casting flaws to roof in Near Mint scarce type B4 box. 

 £40 - £50 

1228. Matchbox Regular Wheels 53a Aston Martin DB2/4 - metallic red body with mask sprayed front & rear silver trim, gloss 
black base, 24-tread black plastic wheels with rounded axles - Excellent Plus with some paint loss to front & rear silver trim in 
Good to Good Plus type B5 box without printers identification. 

 £150 - £200 

1229. Matchbox Regular Wheels pair of Military vehicles.  (1) 54a Saracen Armoured Personnel Carrier - military green 
body, 30-tread black plastic wheels with rounded axles - Mint in Excellent Plus type B5 box printed by Pembroke Abbey; (2) 61a 
Ferret Scout Car - military green body, tan driver, gloss black 3-line base, 30-tread black plastic wheels with rounded 
axles - Mint in Excellent Plus type B5 box with early illustration and without printers identification. (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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1230. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Commercial & Public Service vehicles (1) 59a Ford Thames Singer Van - avocado 
green body with rear silver trim, gloss black base, 20-tread grey plastic wheels with rounded axles - Excellent to Excellent Plus 
with some paint chips/flaws to roof in Excellent clean but a little creased at one end scarce type B4 box; (2) 60a Morris J2 
Pick-up Truck - mid-blue body with rear cab rear window & with rear silver trim, white lettered decals, gloss black base, 20-tread 
grey plastic wheels with rounded axles - Mint in Excellent a little creased at one end early issue type B5 box without printers 
identification; (3) 40b Leyland Royal Tiger Coach - metallic silver-blue body with red tail lamps, pale green windows, gloss black 
clip-fit base, 20-tread silver plastic wheels - Near Mint with tiny chip to left hand rear tail lamp in Excellent to Excellent Plus 
"New Model" type C Lesney box without printers identification. (3) 

 £80 - £100 

1231. Matchbox Regular Wheels 59a Ford Thames Singer Van - avocado green body with rear silver trim, gloss black base, 
20-tread grey plastic wheels with rounded axles - Excellent Plus with factory paint/casting flaw to right hand front wing in Fair to 
Good type B4 box with damage to both end flaps and 70a Ford Thames Estate Car - turquoise lower body with rear silver trim, 
yellow roof, without windows fitted, gloss black base, 20-tread grey plastic wheels with rounded axles - Near Mint to Mint in 
Near Mint type B5 box without printers identification. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1232. Matchbox Regular Wheels pair of Military vehicles.  (1) 61a Ferret Scout Car - Stannard Code 3 - military green body 
with closed right rear mudguard, tan driver, gloss black 3-line base, 30-tread black plastic wheels - Near Mint with chip to rear of 
drivers cap in Good Plus to Excellent type B5 box with early illustration and without printers identif ication; (2) 73a RAF Pressure 
Refueller - Stannard Code 1 - RAF blue body with silver trim, type A thin tank brace, 20-tread grey plastic wheels - Mint in Fair 
later period type B5 box without printers identification (box creased with one end flap detached but still present). (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1233. Matchbox Regular Wheels 61a Ferret Scout Car - unlisted Stannard Code - military green body with cast shut right rear 
mudguard, tan driver, gloss black 3-line base, 40-tread black plastic wheels apart from right rear wheel is a 30-tread black 
plastic wheel - Excellent with some paint loss to front & rear of body in generally Good Plus type B5 box with early illustration 
and without printers identification (box very clean but has some small tears to both end flaps).  Rare factory wheel error having 
a mixture of 40 & 30-tread black plastic wheels. 

 £30 - £40 

1234. Matchbox Regular Wheels 66a Citroen DS19 - Stannard Code 2 - yellow body with rear silver trim and type B roof 
interior, gloss black base, 20-tread grey plastic wheels with crimped axles - Near Mint (one rear wheel has black factory 
"flow-lines") in Excellent a little creased on dark striker side type B5 box without printers identification, nice example. 

 £40 - £60 

1235. Matchbox Regular Wheels 28c Jaguar Mark 10 - metallic brown body & engine bay, gloss black base, 36-tread black 
plastic wheels - Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny pin size chips to roof in generally Excellent very clean but a little creased 
"New Model" type E1 box illustrating blue model and operating features in yellow circles and 32b Jaguar E-type - metallic red 
body, clear windows, ivory interior, gloss black base, wire wheels with 72-tread black plastic tyres - Excellent with some paint 
loss to bumpers & tailgate raised outline in Excellent Plus type D2 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1236. Matchbox Regular Wheels pair of Commercial vehicles.  (1) 3b Bedford TK Tipper Truck - without silver trim, red tipper 
body, gloss black base, 45-tread black plastic wheels - Near Mint with chip to left hand rear mudguard in generally Excellent but 
a little creased scarce late issue type E3 box; (2) 25c Bedford TK BP Tanker - without silver trim, 45-tread black plastic 
wheels - Excellent Plus in Fair to Good creased but still complete scarce late issue type E4 box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1237. Matchbox Regular Wheels 10d Leyland Pipe Truck - red body, blue windows, white grille & base with tow guide, 
complete with load of 6 x grey plastic pipes attached to sprue - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent Plus just slightly creased type F2 
box. 

 £50 - £60 
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1238. Matchbox Regular Wheels 12c Land Rover Safari - blue body with burnt sienna luggage, white interior with 
transmission tunnel cast, black plastic base without rear tow hook brace - Near Mint (two wheels have minor factory casting 
flaws) in Excellent Plus type F2 box with stain to one end flap where price label removed.  Rare issue with interior transmission 
tunnel cast. 

 £60 - £80 

1239. Matchbox Regular Wheels 13d Dodge BP Wreck Truck - yellow cab & jib with semi-matt paint finish, green rear body & 
base with BP decals, dark red plastic hook - Near Mint in Near Mint scarce type E3 box.  Nice example.  

 £40 - £60 

1240. Matchbox Regular Wheels 14d Iso Grifo - metallic blue body, clear windows, light blue interior, type B bare metal base, 
chrome hubs with black plastic tyres - Near Mint with minor factory assembly mark to trunk & drivers door does not close 
completely flush with body in Good Plus rare type F2 box. 

 £70 - £90 

1241. Matchbox Regular Wheels 15d Volkswagen Beetle Rally Car - off white body with racing number 137 door decals, 
Monte Carlo Rally front bumper decal, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, chrome hubs - Excellent Plus with some 
rub marks to roof in Good Plus clean but creased "New" type F1 box. 

 £40 - £50 

1242. Matchbox Regular Wheels 20c Chevrolet Impala Taxi - orange-yellow body with yellow background Taxi hood label, 
clear windows, red interior, bare metal base, 36-tread black plastic wheels - Near Mint (label applied by the factory a little off 
centre) in Good Plus clean but creased type E4® box. 

 £50 - £70 

1243. Matchbox Regular Wheels 32c Leyland BP Tanker - green cab & chassis, white tank with large BP labels, blue 
windows, white grille & base with tow guide - Excellent Plus with some marks to top of tank in Good Plus clean but creased 
"New Model" type E4® box. 

 £50 - £60 

1244. Matchbox Regular Wheels 34c Volkswagen Transporter Camper Van - metallic silver body with roof down, amber 
windows, orange interior, gloss black base with tow guide & front bumper extension - Excellent to Excellent Plus (three small 
chips to roof) in Excellent just a little creased rare late issue type F2 box. 

 £40 - £50 

1245. Matchbox Regular Wheels 44b Rolls Royce Phantom V - Stannard Code 5 - metallic mauve body with rear bumper 
brace, silver trim, clear windows, ivory interior, gloss black base, 36-tread black plastic wheels - Excellent to Excellent Plus 
(paint chips to rear of base) in Excellent rare late issue type E3 box with stain to one end flap. 

 £40 - £50 

1246. Matchbox Regular Wheels 52b BRM Formula 1 Racing Car - Stannard Code 15 - red body without decal guide lines 
but with racing number 5 labels, matt white plastic driver, bare metal type D base, yellow plastic hubs - Mint in Near Mint type 
F2 box illustrating model facing left.  Superb example. 

 £80 - £100 

1247. Matchbox Regular Wheels 56b Fiat 1500 - red body with silver trim to grille & headlamps only (front bumper remains 
body colour), burnt sienna luggage, clear windows, red interior with front extensions, black plastic base - Excellent Plus with a 
couple of tiny pin size chips in Excellent scarce late issue type F1 box. 

 £60 - £80 
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1248. Matchbox Regular Wheels 2 x 51c AEC Tipper Trucks "Douglas" - both are orange cab & chassis with shade difference 
between models, chrome grille & base with tow guide (1) type A tipper base; (2) type B tipper base - Near Mint & Excellent Plus 
in Excellent and Excellent Plus "New" type F2 No.2 boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1249. Matchbox Regular Wheels pair of Commercial Vehicles. (1) 47c DAF Tipper Container Truck - sea green cab & 
chassis, yellow tipper body with light grey plastic roof, turquoise green windows, light red grille & base without tow guide - Mint 
apart from tiny pin size chip to right hand cab indicator in Near Mint "New Model" type E4® box; (2) 51c AEC Tipper Truck 
"Douglas" - lemon yellow cab & chassis, blue windows, chrome grille & base with tow guide - Good Plus to Excellent with paint 
chips to cab roof & around grille in Good Plus to Excellent clean but creased "New" type F2 box.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1250. Matchbox Regular Wheels 3 x 3c Mercedes Benz Binz Ambulance - all are light blue windows & roof-light, ivory interior 
complete with patient on stretcher (1) Stannard Code 2 - cream body with red cross door decals, bare metal base with text 
reading from rear to front - Excellent with a few tiny chips in Good Plus clean but creased "New Model" type E4 box; (2) 
Stannard Code 7 - off-white body with large red cross door labels, bare metal base with text reading from front to 
rear - Excellent Plus with rub marks to drivers door label in generally Excellent but a little creased on one striker side type F2 
box; (3) as (2) but a lighter shade of off-white - Excellent Plus (factory casting/assembly flaw to upper edge of tailgate) in 
Excellent scarce late issue type F3 box with small tear to one end flap.  (3) 

 £80 - £100 

1251. Matchbox Regular Wheels 2 x 34c Volkswagen Transporter Camper Van - both are amber windows, orange interior, 
gloss black base without tow guide (1) metallic silver body with roof-up and without front bumper extension, short type A 
opening door handle - Near Mint in Excellent a little creased on one striker side later period type E4® box illustrating model with 
roof down; (2) metallic silver body with roof down & with front bumper extension, type B long opening door handle - overall 
Good Plus but does have some light play wear in Good Plus creased on one striker side type E4® box and 67b Volkswagen 
1600 TL Fastback - red body with type A hood interior, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base with patent number & tow 
guide, chrome hubs with black plastic tyres - Near Mint with rub mark to roof in Good Plus "New Model" type E4® box.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1252. Matchbox Regular Wheels 12c Land Rover Safari - blue body with burnt Sienna luggage, clear windows, white interior 
without transmission tunnel cast, black plastic base without rear tow bar brace - Excellent Plus (slight damage to tow bar which 
is a little bent out of shape) in Excellent to Excellent Plus type F2 box and 45b Ford Corsair - pale yellow body with silver trim to 
grille only (headlamps remain body colour), clear windows, red interior with front extensions, bare metal base, 36-tread black 
plastic wheels, complete with boat & roof-rack (boat removed from sprue but this remains attached to roof-rack) - Near Mint in 
Near Mint scarce late issue type F1 box.  (2) 

 £60 - £80 

1253. Matchbox Regular Wheels 19d Lotus Formula 1 Racing Car - Stannard Code 16 - orange body without decal guide 
lines but with racing number 3 labels, matt white plastic driver, bare metal type B base without suspension rims - Excellent with 
usual discolouration to paintwork & glue showing through labels which are discoloured in generally Near Mint scarce late issue 
type F3 box illustrating correct colour of model. 

 £40 - £50 

1254. Matchbox Regular Wheels 37c Dodge Cattle Truck - yellow cab & chassis with rear braces, mid grey plastic body the 
outside of which has discoloured from sun exposure to a more khaki brown colour, turquoise green windows, bare metal base, 
complete with cattle attached to sprue - other than the discolouration model is Near Mint in Near Mint type F2 box. 

 £20 - £30 
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1255. Matchbox Regular Wheels 43c Pony Trailer - Stannard Code 12 - lemon yellow type B body with "XA" cast below left 
hand wheelarch, type C rear curved brace, grey plastic type B rear ramp, dark green base with type B tow bar (base has 
unusual semi-metallic effect - see extra photo), complete with horses one of which has been removed from sprue - Near Mint 
with a couple of tiny pin size factory assembly paint chips to roof in Excellent Plus type E4® box. 

 £50 - £70 

1256. Matchbox Regular Wheels 43c Pony Trailer - Stannard Code 12 - lemon yellow body with "IXA" cast below left hand 
wheelarch, type C curved rear brace, grey plastic type B rear ramp, dark green base with type B tow bar, factory un-spun rivet, 
complete with horses attached to sprue - Near Mint with chip to left hand wheelarch in Excellent to Excellent Plus type E4® box. 

 £40 - £50 

1257. Matchbox Regular Wheels 75b Ferrari Berlinetta - metallic green body without headlamp cowls, clear windows, ivory 
interior, bare metal base with "gunmetal" effect, chrome hubs with black plastic tyres - Near Mint with minor factory assembly 
mark to upper leading edge of drivers side front wing in Excellent Plus type F2 box. Nice example. 

 £40 - £50 

1258. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Emergency Service Vehicles. (1) 9c Merryweather Marquis Fire Engine - red body, 
brass 18-rung ladder, gloss black base, 45-tread black plastic wheels - Mint in Excellent type D4 box with ink stamp to one end 
flap; (2) 14c Bedford Lomas Ambulance - off-white body with silver trim to grille & headlamps only, white interior, gloss black 
base, 45-tread black plastic wheels - Excellent Plus (decals discoloured) in Excellent type E4 box; (3) 57c Land Rover Fire 
Truck - red body with Kent Fire Brigade & Shield decals, grey plastic base with braces, scarce pale green suspension spring, 
45-tread black plastic wheels - Excellent Plus (couple of paint chips around left hand decal neatly touched in) in Good Plus type 
E4® box with large surface tear to one striker side where price label removed; (4) 63b Alvis Salamander Airport Crash 
Tender - brass foam monitor, without plastic suspension, complete with plastic parts attache to sprue - Excellent Plus with minor 
factory assembly damage to right hand front wheel in Good Plus type E4 box.  (4) 

 £70 - £90 

1259. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of British Vehicles. (1) 33b Ford Zephyr 6 - dark turquoise body with rear silver trim, 
clear windows, ivory interior, gloss black base, 36-tread black plastic wheels - Excellent Plus with scratch to side of roof in 
Excellent type D2 box printed by Bowaters with yellow circle illustrations (one end flap discoloured/faded); (2) 45b Ford 
Corsair - pale yellow body with silver trim to grille & headlamps, clear windows, red interior with front extensions, bare metal 
base, 36-tread black plastic wheels, complete with boat & roof-rack attached to sprue - Near Mint with tiny pin size factory 
assembly paint chip to upper edge of left hand front wing in Excellent to Excellent Plus type E2 box with stain to one end flap 
illustrating model with brown boat; (3) 64b MG 1100 - Excellent Plus (thin factory paint finish to hood & roof) in Excellent to 
Excellent Plus type E4 box; (4) 57c Land Rover Fire Truck - Kent Fire Brigade & Shield decals, grey plastic base with braces, 
turquoise suspension clip, 45-tread black plastic wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint type E4 box.  (4) 

 £80 - £100 

1260. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of British Car. (1) 25d Ford Cortina - Excellent Plus (rub mark to side of roof) in 
Excellent a little creased on one striker side "New Model" type E4® box; (2) 33b Ford Zephyr 6 - dark turquoise body without 
rear silver trim, clear windows, ivory interior, gloss black base, 36-tread black plastic wheels - Mint in Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint type E4 box; (3) 38c Vauxhall Victor Estate - primrose yellow body with silver trim to grille & headlamps only, clear 
windows, dark red interior, gloss black base, 36-tread black plastic wheels - Good Plus with some small paint chips & minor 
factory assembly damage to right hand front wheel in generally Excellent late issue type E3 box with minor ink graffiti to one 
picture face; (4) 64b MG 1100 - Excellent with faint scratch to windscreen in Excellent "New Model" type E3 box.  (4) 

 £80 - £100 
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1261. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Emergency Service vehicles.  (1) 54b Cadillac Ambulance - red cross door decals, 
gloss black base without rear axle brace - Near Mint in Near Mint later period type E4® box; (2) 55c Ford Galaxie Police 
Car - white body with hood & door decals, red roof light, bare metal number 55/59 base - Excellent with a few small paint chips 
in Excellent a little creased type E4® box; (3) 57c Land Rover Fire Truck - red body without decal guide lines, Kent Fire Brigade 
& shield labels, grey plastic base with braces, lime green suspension spring, 45-tread black plastic wheels - Near Mint in Good 
Plus to Excellent clean but creased at one end type F1 box; (4) 59c Ford Galaxie Fire Chief Car - hood & door labels, blue roof 
light, bare metal number 59 base with "gunmetal" effect - Near Mint with tiny chip to drivers side front wheelarch in Excellent 
Plus earlier period type E4 box with mark to one striker side. (4) 

 £90 - £110 

1262. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of American Cars.  (1) 20c Chevrolet Impala Taxi - orange-yellow body with hood 
decal & smooth trunk interior, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 36-tread black plastic wheels - Near Mint with 
usual factory assembly paint chip to centre line of hood in Good Plus later period type E4® box; (2) 22c Pontiac GP Coupe - red 
body without front bumper extension, clear windows, grey interior with metal door springs, gloss black base with patent number 
but without tow guide - Excellent with rub marks to roof in Good Plus type E4® box with some small tears to end flaps; (3) 31c 
Lincoln Continental with metallic blue body - Excellent (tarnishing to base) in Good Plus later period type E4® box; (4) 42b 
Studebaker Lark Station Wagon - light blue roof slide with cast letter B, bare metal base with tow guide, complete with figures 
attached to sprue - Excellent in Excellent Plus type E4® box. (4) 

 £90 - £110 

1263. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of American Cars.  (1) 6d Ford Pick-up Truck - chrome grille, gloss black base; (2) 
62c Mercury Cougar; (3) 72b Standard Jeep with matt black base; (4) 73c Mercury Commuter - bare metal base with "Mercury" 
on raised panel - Excellent to Excellent Plus in Excellent to Excellent Plus type F1 & F2 boxes. (4) 

 £80 - £100 

1264. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of American Vehicles.  (1) 8e Ford Mustang - white body, matt black base with 
patent number & tow guide, chrome hubs with black plastic tyres - Good Plus (roof has factory assembly damage) in Excellent 
a little creased type E4® box; (2) 31c Lincoln Continental with sea green body, clear windows held by unspun rivet - Excellent in 
Excellent Plus type E4® box; (3) 54b Cadillac Ambulance - red cross door decals, gloss black base with rear axle 
brace - Excellent in Excellent to Excellent Plus type E4® box; (4) 71b Jeep Gladiator Pick-up Truck - white interior, gloss black 
base with patent number, 36-tread black plastic wheels - Excellent with a few small paint chips in Good to Good Plus type E4 
box; (5) 73c Mercury Commuter - bare metal base with "Mercury" on raised platform - Excellent Plus with a couple of minor 
scratches to roof in Excellent to Excellent Plus "New" type F1 box. (5) 

 £70 - £90 

1265. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of American Vehicles.  (1) 8e Ford Mustang - white body without silver grille, gloss 
black base with patent number & tow guide, chrome hubs with black plastic tyres - overall Excellent but does have rub marks to 
roof in Excellent to Excellent Plus type E4® box; (2) 20c Chevrolet Impala Taxi - orange-yellow body with hood decal and 
criss-cross trunk interior, ivory interior, bare metal base, 36-tread black plastic wheels - Near Mint with chip to trunk in Near Mint 
type E4® box; (3) 13d Dodge BP Wreck Truck with BP labels & red hook - Excellent Plus in Excellent to Excellent Plus type 
E4® box; (4) 22c Pontiac GP Coupe - red body with silver trim, clear windows, grey interior with metal door springs, gloss black 
base with patent number & tow guide, 36-tread black plastic wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus type E4® 
box with minor creasing to one striker side; (5) 31c Lincoln Continental - sea green body, clear windows held by spun rivet, bare 
metal base - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent type E4® box; (6) 42b Studebaker Lark Station Wagon - light blue roof slide with 
cast letter B, bare metal base with tow guide, complete with figures attached to sprue - Excellent Plus (slightly thin factory paint 
finish to roof slide) in Near Mint type E4® box. (6) 

 £140 - £170 

1266. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Buses & Coaches.  2 x 5d London Routemaster Bus (1) BP Longlife decals, 5-line 
base, type E1 box with colour printed inner end flaps; (2) BP Visco Static decals, 4-line base with front axle braces, type E4® 
box; 40b Leyland Royal Tiger Coach - turquoise green windows, gloss black riveted base, type D4 box; 66c Greyhound 
Coach - amber windows, Greyhound labels, gloss black base without tow guide and 2 x 74b Daimler Fleetline Bus (1) cream 
body with Esso labels, "New Model" type E4 box; (2) green body with Esso labels, type E4® box - condition varies from Good 
Plus to Excellent Plus in Good to Excellent Plus boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 
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1267. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Construction Vehicles.  (1) 2b Site Dumper - grey plastic wheels with rounded 
axles - Excellent Plus in Good to Good Plus type B5 box with some creasing & tear to one end flap; (2) 2c Muir Hill Dumper 
"Laing" - Mint in Good Plus type D4 box (box very clean but does have a couple of tears to end flaps); (3) 6c Euclid Quarry 
Truck - without silver grille, with right hand cab step, regular black plastic wheels - Excellent with a few tiny chips & factory paint 
flaw to tipper loadbed in Excellent Plus type E3 box; (4) 8d Caterpillar Tractor - short exhaust stack, with base hole, black 
plastic rollers with original but perished green rubber tracks - apart from tracks model is Mint in Excellent Plus but a little 
creased type E1 box with plain inner end flaps & dark striker side; (5) 18d Caterpillar Bulldozer - cast shut engine with small 
exhaust stack, with base hole, with blade brace, black plastic rollers with original & pliable green rubber tracks - Excellent with a 
few tiny chips in Good Plus to Excellent type E1 box with colour printed inner end flaps; (6) 24b Weatherill Hydraulic 
Excavator - yellow body, grey plastic wheels - Excellent with some small paint chips in Good creased type C box printed by 
Pembroke Abbey. (6) 

 £70 - £80 

1268. Matchbox Regular Wheels large group of Farm Related models.  2 x 12c Land Rover Safari (1) dark green body with 
brown luggage, black plastic base without tow guide & without rear tow hook brace (suspension collapsed); (2) blue body with 
burnt sienna luggage, white interior without transmission tunnel cast, black plastic base with tow guide but without rear brace; 2 
x 39c Ford Tractor (1) darker blue engine & chassis with short exhaust stack, yellow hood; (2) light blue engine & chassis with 
short exhaust stack, yellow hood, type G Superfast style box; 3 x 40c Farm Hay Trailer (1) Stannard Code 15 - darker blue 
body with type C loadbed & type C1 base, type F2 box; (2) Stannard Code 17 - lighter blue body with type D loadbed & type C1 
base, type F5 box; (3) Stannard Code 18 - lighter blue body with type D loadbed & type C2 base, type G Superfast style box; 2 
x 51b Farm Tipping Trailer with black plastic tyres (1) barrels attached to sprue; (2) barrels removed from sprue and 65c 
Combine Harvester with base hole - Excellent to Mint (some models with loose tyres which are contained within boxes) in Good 
to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £80 - £100 

1269. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of mid to late 1960's issue mostly Commercial vehicles.  (1) 2d Mercedes LP 
Covered Trailer; (2) 7c Ford D800 Refuse Truck; (3) 10d Leyland Pipe Truck with chrome grille and 6 x pipes attached to sprue; 
(4) 15c Dennis Refuse Truck (rear tipping body has been over-varnished); (5) 17d Foden Hoveringham Tipper Truck without 
plastic suspension; (6) 44c GMC Refrigerator Truck; (7) 47b Commer Ice cream Van "Lord Neilson" - cream body, white interior 
with tall man; (8) 58c DAF Girder Truck; (9) 60b Leyland Site Hut Truck (roof of Site Hut is damaged); (10) 65c Combine 
Harvester with base hole - generally Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Excellent Plus boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1270. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Commercial vehicles.  (1) 1e Mercedes LP Covered Truck without tow guide; (2) 
2d Mercedes LP Covered Trailer; (3) 10d Leyland Pipe Truck - chrome grille with Leyland No.10 base, 7 x pipes attached to 
sprue; (4) 11d Mercedes Scaffold Truck complete with load; (5) 16c Scammell Snow Plough - cast shut cab steps, orange & 
white blade decal, with base hole, 45-tread black plastic wheels; (6) 48c Dodge Dump Truck with short chrome base; (7) 51c 
AEC Tipper Truck "Pointer"; (8) 60b Leyland Site Hut Truck - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes; (9) 7c 
Ford D800 Refuse Truck - rear lifting hatch without cut-outs, without tow guide - Good Plus with paint chips mostly to rear 
loading hatch in Excellent Plus type E4® box. (9) 

 £90 - £110 

1271. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Cars & Trailers.  (1) 9d Cabin Cruiser & Trailer; (2) 23d Trailer Caravan - pink 
body with closed axles, 40-tread black plastic wheels (roof does not fit flush with body); (3) 34c Volkswagen Transporter 
Camper Van - metallic silver body with roof up, gloss black base without tow guide & without front bumper extension 
(suspension collapsed on right hand side); (4) 52b BRM Formula 1 Racing Car - blue body with racing number 5 decals; (5) 56b 
Fiat 1500 - sea green body with silver trim to grille, headlamps & front bumper, brown luggage, red interior with front 
extensions; (6) as (5) but silver trim to grille & headlamps only (bumper remains body colour), burnt sienna luggage, scarce 
type E3 box; (7) 64b MG 1100 - bare metal base with "gunmetal" effect (rub mark to roof) - Excellent to Near Mint in generally 
Good to Good Plus creased boxes apart from type F1 box for MG 1100 which is Excellent Plus. (7) 

 £70 - £80 
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1272. Matchbox Superfast group of Cars & Trailers.  (1) 9d Cabin Cruiser & Trailer; (2) 12c Land Rover Safari - blue body 
with burnt sienna luggage, white interior without transmission tunnel cast, black plastic base with tow guide but without rear 
brace; (3) 25d Ford Cortina; (4) 43c Pony Trailer - lemon yellow body with "IXA" cast below left hand wheelarch, type C long 
curved rear brace, dark green base (box has large retailers price label to one striker side); (5) 46c Mercedes 300 SE Coupe 
with metallic blue body; (6) 75b Ferrari Berlinetta - metallic green body without headlamp cowls, clear windows, ivory interior, 
bare metal base, wire wheels - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus boxes. (6) 

 £100 - £120 

1273. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of mostly Cars. (1) 45b Ford Corsair - pale yellow body with silver trim to grille & 
headlamps, clear windows, red interior with front extensions, bare metal base, 36-tread black plastic wheels complete with boat 
& roof-rack removed from sprue; (2) 46c Mercedes 300SE Coupe - with green body; (3) 53c Ford Zodiac (considerable 
scratching to roof); (4) 54b Cadillac Ambulance - red cross door decals, gloss black base without rear axle brace, later period 
type F2 box; (5) 64b MG 1100; (6) 56b Fiat 1500 - sea green body with silver trim to grille & headlamps only, burnt Sienna 
luggage, red interior with front extensions - condition varies generally Good to Excellent apart from Fiat 1500 which is Near Mint 
in generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus boxes with one end flap almost detached.  (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1274. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Cars & Trailers. (1) 9d Cabin Cruiser & Trailer; (2) 19d Lotus Formula 1 Racing 
Car - Stannard Code 4 - dark green body without decal guide lines cast but with racing number 3 decals, type B bare metal 
base without suspension rims; (3) 46c Mercedes 300SE Coupe - green body with door spring pins; (4) as (3) but metallic blue 
body without door spring pins; (5) 56b Fiat 1500 - sea green body with silver trim to grille & headlamps, burnt Sienna luggage, 
red interior with front extensions, earlier period type E3 box; (6) 75b Ferrari Berlinetta - metallic green body without headlamp 
cowls, bare metal base, wire wheels - Excellent Plus to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint type E & F boxes.  (6) 

 £120 - £150 

1275. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Commercial vehicles. (1) 11c Taylor Jumbo Crane - red ballast box, cast shut jib, 
red plastic double arm hook, type E4 box; (2) 26c GMC Tipper Truck; (3) 30c Faun Crane Truck without tow guide; (4) 32c 
Leyland BP Tanker - light green small BP labels, chrome grille & base, type F2 box; (5) 70b Ford D800 - Grit Spreading Truck 
with black plastic slide in "New Model" type E2 box; (6) as (5) but grey plastic slide in type E4 box - Excellent Plus to Mint in 
Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (6) 

 £120 - £150 

1276. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Public Service Vehicles 2 x No.5d London Routemaster Bus "BP 
Visco-Static" - both are red body with BP labels, white interior, 4-line base (1) without front axle braces; (2) with front axle 
braces; 2 x 66c Greyhound Coach - both are Greyhound labels, amber windows, gloss black base (1) without tow guide, type 
E4®; (2) with tow guide, type F2 box and 3 x 74b Daimler Fleetline Bus (1) cream body with Esso decals, type E3 box; (2) 
cream body with Esso labels, type E4® box illustrating green model; (3) green body with Esso labels, type F2 box - Excellent to 
Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (7) 

 £120 - £140 

1277. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Commercial vehicles. (1) 7c Ford D800 Refuse Truck with rear cut-outs; (2) 10d 
Leyland Pipe Truck - chrome grille & base with tow guide, 7 x grey plastic pipes attached to sprue; (3) 48c Dodge Dump Truck 
with short chrome base; (4) 58c DAF Girder Truck -  dark red grille & base with tow guide, complete with load attached to 
sprues; (5) 60b Leyland Site Hut Truck; (6) 61b Alvis Stalwart - ribbed loadbed, BP Exploration decals, green plastic hubs 
(some tyres loose); (7) as (4) but BP Exploration labels in type F2 box; (8) 63c Dodge Crane Truck with red hook - Excellent to 
Mint in Excellent to Mint type E & F boxes.  (8) 

 £160 - £190 
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1278. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Commercial & Construction vehicles. (1) 2c Muir Hill Site Dumper "Laing" - without 
silver grille, with base hole - Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus scarce late issue type E3 box with stain to one end flap where 
price label removed; (2) 6c Euclid Dump Truck - without silver trim, 40-tread regular black plastic wheels - Excellent (has No.6 
label to left hand cab door) in generally Excellent but a little creased on both striker sides, type D4 box; (3) 21c Commer Milk 
Float - cow door decals, white load, turquoise green windows, gloss black riveted base, 36-tread black plastic wheels - Mint in 
Excellent type E4 box; (4) 49b Mercedes Unimog - blue body with wide rear brace, red chassis - Good Plus with some paint 
chips to wing edges & rub marks to cab roof in Good Plus type E4® box with large surface tear to one picture face where price 
label removed; (5) 61b Alvis Stalwart - ribbed loadbed, BP Exploration decals, green plastic hubs - Excellent with a few tiny 
chips in Excellent to Excellent Plus type E4® box. 

 £80 - £100 

1279. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Commercial vehicles. (1) 21c Commer Milk Float - cow door decals, white load, 
turquoise green windows, gloss black riveted base, 36-tread black plastic wheels - Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus type E4 
box; (2) 35b Snow-Trac - red body with cast lettering, dark green windows, metallic silver base, black plastic rollers with original 
but perished white rubber tracks - apart from tracks model is Mint in Excellent Plus type E3 box; (3) 49b Mercedes Unimog - tan 
body with silver trim, dark green windows, sea green base - Near Mint (couple of tyres loose) in Near Mint "New Model" type E4 
box; (4) as (3) but blue body, red chassis - Excellent Plus with some marks to hood in Excellent type E4® box with tear to one 
end flap tab; (5) 61b Alvis Stalwart - ribbed loadbed, BP Exploration decals, green plastic hubs - Excellent Plus with a couple of 
chips to lower edge of body in Excellent Plus type F2 box.  (5) 

 £100 - £120 

1280. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Commercial vehicles. (1) 1e Mercedes LP Covered Truck - orange canopy, base 
without tow guide in later period type F2 box; (2) 2d Mercedes LP Covered Trailer with yellow canopy (canopy does not sit flush 
with body); (3) 4d Dodge Stake Truck - green stake body, base without tow guide; (4) 11d Mercedes Scaffold Truck complete 
with load attached to sprues; (5) 47c DAF Tipper Container Truck - sea green cab & chassis, yellow container body with light 
grey plastic roof, light red grille & base (does have a couple of paint chips to edge of cab roof); (6) 54c DAF Girder Truck - dark 
red grille & base with tow guide, complete with load attached to sprues - Excellent to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint type F & E 
boxes.  (6) 

 £100 - £120 

1281. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Commercial vehicles. (1) 1e Mercedes LP Covered Truck - orange canopy, 
chrome grille & base without tow guide but with front bumper extension; (2) 2d Mercedes LP Covered Trailer with orange 
canopy; (3) 4d Dodge Stake Truck - green stake body, bare metal base with tow guide; (4) 10d Leyland Pipe Truck - chrome 
grille & "Ergomatic Cab" base without tow guide, complete with 7 x grey plastic pipes attached to sprue; (5) 17d Foden 
Hoveringham Tipper Truck - without silver trim, red base without plastic suspension, type E3 box; (7) 17e AEC Horse Box 
complete with horses attached to sprue; (7) 21d Foden Concrete Truck; (8) 70b Ford D800 Grit Spreading Truck with grey 
plastic slide - Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus type E & F boxes.  (8) 

 £100 - £120 

1282. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Commercial vehicles. (1) 7c Ford D800 Refuse Truck with rear cut-outs (does have 
paint chips to cab roof; (2) 16d Case Bulldozer - without rear lugs, black plastic rollers with original & pliable green rubber 
tracks; (3) 21d Foden Concrete Mixer; (4) 26c GMC Tipper Truck; (5) 63c Dodge Crane Truck with yellow plastic hook (does 
have chips to crane cab & jib); (6) 70b Ford D800 Grit Spreading Truck with black plastic slide - condition varies from Good Plus 
to Excellent Plus in Good Plus to Near Mint type E & F boxes.  (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1283. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Racing Cars. (1) 19d Lotus Formula 1 Racing Car - Stannard Code 4 - dark green 
body without decal guide lines cast but with racing number 3 decals, matt white plastic driver, type B base without suspension 
rims - Near Mint (rear tyres very loose & contained within box) in Good Plus type E4® box (box very clean but unfortunately has 
surface tear to one picture face where price label removed); (2) 52b BRM Formula 1 Racing Car - Stannard Code 3 - blue body 
with decal guide lines cast & racing number 5 decals, bare metal type C base with large Matchbox lettering - Near Mint in 
Excellent Plus type E4® box; (3) as (2) but Stannard Code 9 - blue body without decal guide lines cast & racing number 5 
labels, type D base - Excellent Plus to Near Mint (rear tyres very loose & contained within box) in Good Plus creased on one 
striker side type F2 box illustrating model facing left.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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1284. Matchbox Regular Wheels 28d Mack Dump Truck "Children's Spec-T Sore" Throat Lozenges US promotional issue 
with yellow plastic hubs - Near Mint to Mint complete with unused pack throat lozenges in Fair creased but still factory sealed 
blister pack. 

 £50 - £70 

1285. Matchbox Regular Wheels 4d Dodge Stake Truck - green stake body, bare metal base with tow guide - Mint in Good 
Plus to Excellent factory sealed & un-punched North American issue blister pack the reverse of which illustrates M-2 Matchbox 
Motorway Set (backing card nice and clean but does have some creasing, blister has crack to top left corner. 

 £100 - £130 

1286. Matchbox Regular Wheels 51c AEC Tipper Truck "Pointer" - Mint in factory sealed & un-punched North American issue 
blister pack the reverse of which illustrates M-2 Matchbox Motorway (some creasing to backing card which has price marked at 
49 cents with retailers price label showing the bargain price of just 29 cents!). 

 £100 - £130 

1287. Matchbox Accessory Pack M-1 Matchbox Esso Sales & Service Station - Excellent with some minor scratches to 
forecourt & some factory glue marks to upper glazing in Good to Good Plus creased & a little stained type C Lesney box with 
reference stamp to one striker side and A1 Esso Petrol Pumps & Garage Sign - Excellent to Excellent Plus unboxed.  (2) 

 £100 - £120 

1288. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Accessory Packs. (1) A1 BP Petrol Pumps & Garage Sign - sign has BP labels, 
pumps have plastic parts attached to sprue - Near Mint (sign a little bent out of shape) in Excellent type E1 box; (2) A3 Lock-up 
Private Garage - Near Mint with a couple of minor factory casting flaws to base complete with bare metal locking tab in Good 
Plus a little scuffed rare late issue type D1 box; (3) A5 Home Stores Shop - Excellent Plus (slightly thin factory paint finish to 
roof) in Fair to Good but still complete type C Lesney box.  (3) 

 £80 - £100 

1289. Matchbox Regular Wheels Major Pack M2 Bedford Articulated Truck & Refrigerated Trailer "Walls Ice-Cream" - blue 
tractor unit with mask sprayed silver trim, off-white trailer with gloss black base, 20-tread grey plastic wheels with rounded 
axles - tractor unit is Mint, trailer Excellent with a couple of chips & rub mark to roof in Excellent type B5 box. Still a nice 
example. 

 £50 - £60 

1290. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Major Packs. (1) M1 BP Autotanker - with rear silver trim, very pale green 
windows, gloss black base, 24-tread black plastic wheels - Excellent to Excellent Plus with some paint chips around cab in 
Good "New Model" type C Lesney box printed by Pembroke Abbey (does have old glue residue where tape has been removed 
from both end flaps); (2) M7 Ford Thames Trader Articulated Cattle Truck - light tan trailer, knobbly grey plastic wheels - Near 
Mint (loading ramp reluctant to remain closed which is common to this model) in Excellent type B5 box printed by TP 
Packaging; (3) M8 Thornycroft Articulated Mobilgas Tanker with 24-tread grey plastic wheels - Near Mint in Excellent type B5 
box printed by TP Packaging; (4) M10 Whitlock Dinkum Dumper - red plastic steering wheel, metal hubs - Excellent with a few 
tiny chips & Trailer Coupling Union has been spun down too tightly by the factory resulting in the model having no articulation in 
Good Plus to Excellent a little discoloured & scuffed on both striker sides type D1 box printed by TP Packaging.  (4) 

 £110 - £140 

1291. Matchbox Regular Wheels pair of Major Packs.  (1) M4 Ruston Bucyrus 22-RB Excavator - yellow side decals, Taylor 
Woodrow rear decal, gloss black chassis, metal rollers with rounded axles & REPRODUCTION tracks - apart from tracks model 
is Excellent in Good creased but still complete type C Lesney box printed by TP Packaging; (2) M9 Hendrickson Tractor Unit 
with Cooper Jarrett Interstate Double Freighter Trailers - blue tractor unit & centre bogie, metallic silver trailers with yellow 
decals & blue opening doors, detailed black plastic wheels & blue opening doors, detailed black plastic wheels tractor unit f ront 
wheels with wheel nuts cast - Good with considerable paint loss/scratching to trailer roofs in Fair type D1 box missing inner card 
packing. (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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1292. Matchbox Regular Wheels Major Pack M9 Hendrickson Tractor Unit with Cooper Jarrett Interstate Double Freighter 
Trailers - blue tractor unit with turquoise green windows & gloss black base, grey trailers with grey opening doors & yellow 
decals, blue centre bogie, 40-tread black plastic wheels - tractor unit & centre bogie are Near Mint to Mint, trailers Excellent to 
Excellent Plus with a few small chips in Good Plus type E1 box with inner card packing tray. 

 £60 - £80 

1293. Matchbox King Size K2 KW-Dart Dump Truck - Excellent with some small paint chips in Good Plus to Excellent "New 
Model" type E2 box with inner card packing tray; K3 Hatra Tractor Shovel - Excellent (corrosion to bare metal parts) in Fair 
stained & faded "New Model" type E1 box; K11 DAF Articulated Car Transporter - lemon yellow tractor unit with light blue 
windows, ivory interior, bare metal grille & base, burnt orange trailer with lemon yellow upper deck & rear ramp, red plastic 
hubs - Good Plus with some light play wear but would benefit from further cleaning in Poor to Fair incomplete window box and 
Super Kings K10 Scammell Articulated Pipe Truck - metallic purple body, turquoise green windows, black plastic grille, 5-spoke 
wheels - Excellent Plus (some slight corrosion to bare metal parts) complete with load of plastic pipes in Fair but still complete 
1970 copyright type H window box. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

1294. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of original "New Model" type C Lesney Boxes for the following models (1) 21c 
Commer Milk Float printed by Pembroke Abbey - Excellent Plus; (2) 29b Austin Cambridge without printers identification - Near 
Mint; (3) 30b Magirus Deutz Crane Truck without printers identification - Good Plus with some pencil graffiti to one picture face; 
(4) 36b Lambretta Scooter & Sidecar without printers identification - Near Mint; (5) 46b Guy Pickfords Removal Van printed by 
Pembroke Abbey - Excellent with some light creasing.  (5) 

 £90 - £120 

1295. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Original Empty Boxes. Including type B3 box for 46a Morris Minor - Good Plus with 
tear to one end flap; type B4 for 59a Ford Thames Singer Van - Good Plus (box exceptionally clean but one end flap detached 
& present within box) and 69a Commer Nestles Van; type B5 box for 66a Citroen DS19 - Good to Good Plus (one inner end 
flap almost detached but still present) and type C Lesney boxes for 36b Lambretta Scooter & Sidecar without printers 
identification - Excellent; 40b Leyland Royal Tiger Coach with "New Model" to end flaps - Excellent Plus; 57b Chevrolet Impala 
with "New Model" to end flaps printed by Pembroke Abbey - Fair with tape repair to one end flap and 74a Mobile Refreshments 
Canteen printed by Pembroke Abbey - Excellent.  (8) 

 £80 - £100 

1296. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Original Empty Boxes. Type B3 box for 15a Diamond T Prime Mover; type B4 
boxes for 16b Super Atlantic Low Loader Trailer, 29a Bedford Milk Float and 37b Karrier Bantam Coca Cola Delivery Truck and 
type B5 boxes for 28b Ford Thames Trader Compressor Truck without printers identification, 35a ERF Horse Box printed by 
Pembroke Abbey and 62a AEC Military Covered Truck printed by Pembroke Abbey - Excellent to Near Mint.  (7) 

 £140 - £170 

1297. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Original Empty Boxes. Type B3 box for 15a Diamond T Prime Mover; type B4 box 
for 16b Super Atlantic Low Loader Trailer; type B5 boxes for 58a BEA Airport Coach and 60a Morris J2 Pick-up Truck without 
printers identification (these are early type B5 boxes with red "Reg US Pat Off" & "Made in England" text to top of one picture 
face only); type B5 boxes without printers identification for 40a Bedford Tipper Truck, 61a Ferret Scout Car, 71a Austin Military 
Water Tanker and 73a RAF Pressure Refueller; type B5 boxes printed by Pembroke Abbey for 54a Saracen Armoured 
Personnel Carrier & 68a Austin Military Radio Truck - Good Plus to Near Mint. 

 £130 - £170 

1298. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Original Empty Boxes. Type B4 box for 45a Vauxhall Victor; type B5 boxes for 17c 
Austin Metropolitan Taxi printed by Pembroke Abbey, 22b Vauxhall Cresta without printers identification and 39a Ford Zodiac 
Convertible printed by Pembroke Abbey; type D2 boxes for 33b Ford Zephyr 6 printed by Bowaters with yellow circle 
illustrations and 55b Ford Fairlane Police Car printed by Pembroke Abbey - Excellent to Excellent Plus.  (6) 

 £100 - £120 
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1299. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Original Empty Boxes with large model numbers to end flaps for No.17a/17b 
Bedford Removals Van and 21b Bedford Coach; type B2 box with large thin model numbers to end flaps for 33a Ford Zodiac 
and type B3 boxes for 25a Bedford CA Dunlop Van, 34a Volkswagen Transporter Van, 42a Bedford CA Evening News Van, 
51a Albion  Chieftain Cement Truck and 55a DUKW Amphibian.  

 £140 - £170 

1300. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Original Empty Boxes. Type B2 box with large thin model numbers to end flaps for 
33a Ford Zodiac; type B3 boxes for 15a Diamond T Prime Mover (missing one inner end flap), 26a ERF Cement Mixer; 46a 
Morris Minor (missing one inner end flap) and enlarged type B3 box for 57a Wolseley 1500 Saloon (missing one end flap); type 
B5 box for 70a Ford Thames Estate (one end flap incomplete) and "New Model" type C Lesney box for 57b Chevrolet Impala 
(missing one end flap) - Fair to Good Plus.  (7) 

 £40 - £50 

1301. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Original Empty Boxes. Type E2 box for 70b Ford D800 Grit Spreading Truck, type 
E4 boxes for 10d Leyland Pipe Truck, 68b Mercedes Coach and 69b Hatra Tractor Shovel; type E4® boxes for 4d Dodge Stake 
Truck, 26c GMC Tipper Truck with "New Model" to end flaps, 44c GMC Refrigerator Truck, 49b Mercedes Unimog, 66c 
Greyhound Coach and 74b Daimler Fleetline Bus - condition varies from Good to Excellent Plus.  (10) 

 £50 - £60 

1302. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Original Empty Boxes. 2 x type E4 boxes for 75b Ferrari Berlinetta; type E4® 
boxes for 8e Ford Mustang, 14d Iso Grifo, 20c Chevrolet Impala Taxi (tear to end flap), 27c Mercedes 230SL, 36c Opel 
Diplomat, 42b Studebaker Lark Station Wagon, 46c Mercedes 300SE Coupe, 55d Mercury Police Car, 59c Ford Galaxie Fire 
Chief Car and 67b Volkswagen 1600 TL - condition varies from Good to Near Mint.  (12) 

 £90 - £120 

1303. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Empty Original type F Boxes. Type F1 boxes for 41c Ford GT40, 63c Dodge Crane 
Truck, 71c Ford Esso Heavy Wreck Truck and 73c Mercury Commuter; type F2 boxes include 29c Fire Pumper Truck; 38c 
Honda Motorcycle & Trailer, 45b Ford Corsair, 2 x 51c AEC Tipper Truck (1) "Douglas"; (2) "Pointer" plus others similar (see 
photo) - generally Good to Excellent Plus apart from Ford GT40 box which is only Fair but still complete.  (18) 

 £80 - £100 

1304. Matchbox Superfast group of Original type G Boxes with "New" include 8a Ford Mustang - Poor to Fair tape 
repaired/worn but still complete; 14a Iso Grifo, 27a Mercedes 230SL, 37a Dodge Cattle Truck (large original retailers price label 
to one striker side), 46a Mercedes 300SE Coupe (worn & sunfaded) and 62b Mercury Cougar Rat Rod Dragster and type G 
box without "New" for 22b Freeman Intercity Commuter (tears to one end flap) - Fair to Excellent.  (7) 

 £20 - £30 

1305. Matchbox Superfast group of Original "New" type G Empty Boxes for the following models (1) 15a Volkswagen Beetle 
Rally Car - Near Mint; (2) 41a Ford GT40 - Excellent with large original retailers price label to one striker side; (3) 45a Ford 
Group 6 - Excellent Plus with original retailers price label to one end flap.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1306. Matchbox Superfast group of Commercial vehicles in 1969 copyright US Issue blister packs (1) 4a Dodge Stake 
Truck - spiro wheels with black axle clips - Mint complete with Near Mint to Mint "New" type G box in Fair  factory sealed blister 
pack; (2) 44a GMC refrigerator truck - lemon yellow cab & chassis, red container body, dark green windows, 4-spoke narrow 
wheels with black axle clips - Near Mint complete with Excellent a little creased "New" tall type G box with diagonal Superfast 
branding in Fair factory sealed blister pack; (3) 58a DAF Girder Truck - metallic lime green body, 5-spoke narrow wheels with 
black front axle clip, complete with load attached to sprues and Good creased "New" type G box illustrating white model in Poor 
damp damaged but still factory sealed blister pack.  (3) 

 £80 - £100 
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1307. Matchbox Superfast group of models in 1969 copyright US issue blister packs (1) 30a Faun Crane Truck - red cab & 
chassis, metallic gold jib with yellow hook, 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips - Mint in generally Near Mint "New" type 
G box but does have some creasing to one end flap in Good creased but still factory sealed blister pack; (2) 66a Greyhound 
Coach - amber windows, gloss black base, 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips - Mint complete with Excellent Plus a 
little creased "New" type G box in Good creased but still factory sealed blister pack; (3) 74 Daimler Fleetline Bus - dark red body 
& base, 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips - Near Mint to Mint complete with Near Mint  "New" type G box in Fair 
blister pack with blister partially detached.  (3) 

 £90 - £110 

1308. Matchbox Superfast pair of Cars in US issue blister packs (1) 22b Freeman Intercity Commuter - metallic purple body 
without side labels, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Mint apart from tiny pin size factory 
assembly paint chip to right hand passenger door complete with Good very clean but unfortunately quite heavily creased "New" 
1st issue type G box illustrating model without labels in Good factory sealed  blister pack without copyright date (bottom of 
blister creased & split); (2) 69a Rolls Royce Silver Shadow Convertible - metallic blue body, burnt Sienna interior with tan folded 
hood, gloss black base, 5-spoke narrow wheels - Excellent Plus (chrome loss to passenger side front wheel) complete with 
generally Near Mint but just a little creased "New" type F3 transitional box in Good factory sealed blister pack with some 
creasing to blister.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1309. Matchbox Superfast pair of Cars in 1969 copyright US issue blister packs (1) 20a Lamborghini Marzal - metallic red 
body, dark amber windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke narrow wheels - Near Mint with tiny factory assembly paint 
chip to roof complete with Mint type F2 transitional box in Fair to Good creased but still factory sealed blister pack; (2) 56a BMC 
Pininfarina - metallic gold body, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke narrow wheels - Mint complete with Mint 
type F2 transitional box in Fair to Good factory sealed blister pack (rear of backing card discoloured). (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1310. Matchbox Superfast group of Cars in 1969 copyright US issue blister packs (1) 20a Lamborghini Marzal - metallic red 
body, dark amber windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke narrow wheels - Mint apart from minor factory assembly 
mark to passenger side front wing complete with Mint "New" type G box in Good to Good Plus factory sealed blister pack with 
some creasing to both blister & backing card; (2) 46a Mercedes 300 SE Coupe - metallic gold body with cast shut doors, clear 
windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke narrow wheels complete with Near Mint "New" type G box in Fair to Good 
blister pack which has been opened at one end to allow removal of model. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

1311. Matchbox Superfast 14a Iso Grifo - metallic dark blue body, clear windows, dark blue interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke 
narrow wheels - Mint complete with Near Mint to Mint "New" type G box in Good factory sealed US issue blister pack without 
copyright date (top right corner of blister crushed/damaged). 

 £120 - £150 

1312. Matchbox Superfast 25a Ford Cortina - metallic blue body, clear windows held by dome head rivet, ivory interior, bare 
metal base, small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels - Near Mint with a couple of factory assembly paint chips to roof complete 
with Near Mint to Mint type F3 transitional box in Good US issue factory sealed blister pack without copyright date (blister 
creased & cracked). 

 £60 - £80 

1313. Matchbox Superfast 25a Ford Cortina - metallic blue body, clear windows held by dome head rivet, ivory interior, bare 
metal base, small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels - Near Mint (rear suspension set a little low by the factory) complete with 
Mint type F3 transitional box in Good creased US issue factory sealed blister pack without copyright date. 

 £60 - £80 
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1314. Matchbox Superfast 27a Mercedes 230 SL - white body with low arches, red interior, bare metal base, small diameter 
5-spoke narrow wheels - Excellent Plus with a couple of chips to hood complete with Near Mint "New" type G box in Fair 
opened & resealed US issue blister pack without copyright date. 

 £30 - £40 

1315. Matchbox Superfast 31a Lincoln Continental - metallic lime green body with low arches, clear windows, ivory interior, 
bare metal base, hollow small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels - overall Near Mint but does have chip to hood & rub mark to 
roof in Good creased but still factory sealed 1969 copyright European blister pack with English/French/German/Italian text to 
rear of backing card but price marked at 59 cents for the Canadian market. 

 £50 - £60 

1316. Matchbox Superfast 58a DAF Girder Truck - off white body, turquoise green windows, red grille & base with "Pat App", 
5-spoke narrow wheels, front wheels are solid with tread pattern cast, rear wheels hollow without tread pattern cast, complete 
with load attached to sprues - Near Mint with factory assembly marks to rear of roof in Excellent to Excellent Plus factory sealed 
1969 copyright Canadian issue blister pack, reverse of backing card illustrating Matchbox M2 Motorway with 
English/French/Norwegian text.  Nice example. 

 £80 - £100 

1317. Matchbox Superfast 29b Racing Mini - metallic bronze body with orange outline racing number 29 door labels, clear 
windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Mint in Good Plus factory sealed "Trade in Your Old Wheels for 
a '71 Superfast" US issue blister pack (backing card a little creased, the rear edge of which is also discoloured).  

 £40 - £50 

1318. Matchbox Superfast 36b Hot Rod Draguar - metallic red body with "Draguar" foil trunk label, clear canopy, ivory interior, 
bare metal base with very dark "gunmetal" effect, 5-spoke wide wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Good factory sealed "Trade in 
Your Old Wheels for a '71 Superfast" US issue blister pack. 

 £80 - £120 

1319. Matchbox Superfast 62a Mercury Cougar Rat Rod Dragster - lime green body, clear windows, red interior, bare metal 
base, 5-spoke front wheels with narrow black slots, scarce 5-spoke rear wheels - Excellent Plus (glue showing through label 
which is discoloured) in Good creased factory sealed "Trade in Your Old Wheels for a '71 Superfast" US issue blister pack 
(reverse of blister discoloured with some damp damage). 

 £50 - £60 

1320. Matchbox Superfast pair of Cars in "Trade in Your Old Wheels for a '71 Superfast" US issue blister packs (1) 19b Road 
Dragster - red body with vertical racing number 8 labels, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base - Near Mint (with usual 
minor factory assembly mark to engine air intake & glue just starting to show through labels) in Good creased factory sealed 
blister pack; (2) 34a Formula 1 Racing Car - metallic candy pink body with yellow stripe racing number 16 nose label, clear 
windscreen, bare metal base, 4-spoke wide wheels - Excellent Plus (glue showing through label which is discoloured) in Good 
creased & stained factory sealed blister pack. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1321. Matchbox Superfast group of Cars in tall 1971 copyright US issue blister packs (1) 15a Volkswagen Beetle Rally 
Car - metallic red body with racing number 137 door labels, cast front panel without Monte Carlo decal, clear windows, ivory 
interior, bare metal base with split rear bumper, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast - Near Mint with a 
couple of tiny factory assembly paint chips & door label applied off centre by the factory in Good factory sealed blister pack with 
creasing & a couple of small cracks to blister; (2) 55b Mercury Commuter Police Car - white body with hood & door shield 
labels, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Near Mint with factory assembly paint chip to drivers side rear tail lamp in Good 
factory sealed blister pack with creasing to backing card; (3) 72a Standard Jeep - yellow body, red interior, gloss black base 
with rear braces, flat profile spiro wheels - Excellent with some factory paint chips particularly to edge of windscreen, model also 
has factory error having not being fitted with a spare tyre in Good factory sealed blister pack with some creasing to backing card 
& split to both bottom corners of blister. (3) 

 £60 - £70 
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1322. Matchbox Superfast group of models in tall 1971 copyright factory sealed US issue blister packs (1) 12b Setra 
Coach - metallic gold body with thin rear bumper casting, white roof, clear windows, ivory interior, hollow small diameter 
5-spoke narrow wheels; (2) 14a Iso Grifo - blue body, clear windows, white interior, bare metal base, hollow 5-spoke narrow 
wheels without tread pattern cast; (3) 20a Lamborghini Marzal - dayglo orange body with high arches, dark amber windows, 
ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels (blister has been opened at one end to allow removal of model); (4) 53b 
Tanzara - orange body, turquoise green windows, chrome interior, bare metal base, Maltese Cross wheels (does have some 
slight chrome loss to passenger side rear wheel) - all Near Mint to Mint in Fair factory sealed blister packs. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1323. Matchbox Superfast group of models in factory sealed 1971 copyright US issue blister packs (1) 12b Setra 
Coach - metallic gold body with thin rear bumper casting, white roof, clear windows, ivory interior, hollow small diameter 
5-spoke narrow wheels - Mint in Fair to Good blister pack, backing card very clean but unfortunately blister quite heavily 
creased, backing card artwork illustrates Dragsters & Endurance Racing Cars; (2) 32a Leyland BP Tanker - small BP labels, 
chrome grille & base, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast & black front axle clip - Excellent Plus with usual 
factory assembly paint chips to tank in Good factory sealed blister pack with some creasing/cracks to blister, backing card 
correctly stamped for Leyland Tanker but this is a card normally used for Superfast Cars rather than Commercial vehicles; (3) 
51a AEC Pointer Tipper Truck - chrome grille & base, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast & black front 
axle clip - Good Plus with a number of paint chips to cab & chassis, glue also showing through labels which are discoloured in 
Excellent factory sealed blister pack. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1324. Matchbox Superfast 59a Ford Galaxie Fire Chief Car - red body with hood & door labels, blue roof light, clear windows, 
ivory interior, bare metal base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast - Near Mint with tiny factory assembly 
paint chip to drivers side front wheelarch in Good factory sealed 1971 copyright US issue blister pack with some minor creasing 
& splits to blister, very rare to find this model in a 1971 copyright blister pack having already being replaced by 59b Mercury 
Park Lane Fire Chief Car. 

 £80 - £100 

1325. Matchbox Superfast pair of Cars in factory sealed 1971 copyright US issue blister packs.  (1) 9b AMX 
Javelin - metallic lime green body with chrome hood scoop, dark amber windows, lemon yellow interior, bare metal base, 
5-spoke wheels - Near Mint with usual minor marks to chrome hood scoop in Fair blister pack with creasing to backing card; (2) 
33a Lamborghini Miura - metallic gold body with high arches, clear windows, ivory interior, red base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Mint 
in Excellent factory sealed blister pack. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1326. Matchbox Superfast Twin Pack TP-8 containing (1) 18a Field Car - white body with "chequer board" hood label, black 
smooth roof, black interior, matt black base, chrome 4-spoke wheels; (2) 38a Honda Motorcycle & Trailer - metallic emerald 
green bike, orange trailer with Honda labels, centre-cut 5-spoke narrow wheels with black twin rivet axle clip - contents Near 
Mint to Mint in Good factory sealed blister pack with damage to corners of blister. 

 £260 - £300 

1327. Matchbox Superfast pair of Twin Packs (1) TP-1 containing 1a Mercedes LP Covered Truck & 2a Mercedes LP 
Covered Trailer "Transcontinental Haulage Co" - both are red body with lemon yellow canopy, 4-spoke wide wheels with black 
twin rivet axle clips, truck has dark blue windows, black grille & base without the year 1978 cast - Mint (canopies a little loose 
within blisters) in Excellent factory sealed blister pack with small tear to bottom edge; (2) TP-12 containing 18a Field 
Car - military green body with embossed rather than solid interior roof cross, red & blue letter A door labels, tan smooth roof, 
black interior, matt black base, black 4-spoke wheels and 20b Range Rover Police Patrol - military green body with Police 
labels (from 55b Mercury Commuter Police Car), clear frosted windows, orange spinner & roof light, bare metal base, black 
Maltese Cross wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus factory sealed blister pack with some creasing to backing card. (2) 

 £60 - £70 
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1328. Matchbox Superfast group of Cars in transitional boxes.  (1) 5a Lotus Europa - metallic blue body with low arches, 
clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base with "Superfast" cast, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern 
cast - Excellent with a few tiny chips in Good stained "New" type F2 box; (2) 14a Iso Grifo - metallic dark blue body, clear 
windows, light blue interior, bare metal base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast - Good Plus with  a few tiny 
chips & front axle bent out of shape, chrome loss to passenger side rear wheel in Fair type F2 box; (3) 56a BMC 
Pininfarina - metallic gold body with low arches, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels 
only one of which has tread pattern cast, the others without - Near Mint in Good "New" type F2 transitional box; (4) 33a 
Lamborghini Miura - metallic gold body with low arches, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, solid 5-spoke narrow 
wheels with tread pattern cast - Excellent to Excellent Plus with a couple of chips to roof in Good scuffed type F2 transitional 
box.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1329. Matchbox Superfast 5a Lotus Europa - metallic candy pink body with low arches, clear windows, ivory interior, bare 
metal base with cast open tow slot, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast - Near Mint in Excellent Plus 
earlier period "New" type F2 transitional box. 

 £40 - £50 

1330. Matchbox Superfast 8a Ford Mustang - white body, clear windows, red interior, gloss black base, 5-spoke wide 
wheels - overall Excellent (does have a few paint chips a couple of which have been touched in) in Good to Good Plus creased 
type F3 transitional box. 

 £80 - £100 

1331. Matchbox Superfast 8a Ford Mustang - burnt orange body, clear windows, red interior, gloss black base, 5-spoke wide 
wheels - Excellent to Excellent Plus with rub marks to roof along with tiny pin size chips to front & rear bumpers and leading 
edge of hood in Excellent Plus very clean & crisp but just a little faded type F3 box. 

 £100 - £150 

1332. Matchbox Superfast 12a Land Rover Safari - metallic gold body with burnt sienna luggage, white interior without 
transmission tunnel cast, black plastic base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast & black axle clips - Near 
Mint to Mint in Excellent Plus type F3 transitional box (box very clean but does have a couple of minor puncture holes to one 
end flap). 

 £60 - £80 

1333. Matchbox Superfast group of Cars in transitional boxes.  (1) 14a Iso Grifo - metallic dark blue body, clear windows, 
light blue interior, bare metal base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast - Excellent with a few tiny chips 
particularly to leading edge of nose & chrome loss to passenger side rear wheel in Good type F2 transitional box illustrating 
Regular Wheel model with red Superfast branding & line drawing of model on Superfast track to one striker side (box clean but  
unfortunately one end flap is creased & torn); (2) 15a Volkswagen Beetle Rally Car - off white body with racing number 137 
door labels & Monte Carlo Rally front bumper decal, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base with single rear bumper, solid 
5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast - Excellent with a few tiny chips (chip to passenger side front wing touched in) in 
Fair to Good creased but still complete "New" type F1 transitional box illustrating Regular Wheel model with red Superfast 
branding and line drawing of model on Superfast track to both striker sides; (3) 53a Ford Zodiac - lime green body with high 
arches, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Mint in Fair to Good type F3 transitional box (one 
inner end flap detached but still present). (3) 

 £80 - £100 

1334. Matchbox Superfast group of Cars in transitional boxes.  (1) 20a Lamborghini Marzal - metallic red body with low 
arches, dark amber windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast - Near Mint 
in Excellent "New" type F2 transitional box with crease to one striker side; (2) 64a MG 1100 - metallic blue body, clear windows, 
ivory interior, bare metal base with "gunmetal" effect, solid small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels - Near Mint with minor mark 
to rear of roof in Good creased type F3 transitional box with tear to one inner end flap; (3) 53a Ford Zodiac - metallic light 
silver-green body with low arches, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, large diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels two of 
which are solid with tread pattern cast, the other two hollow without tread pattern cast - Near Mint with minor factory paint flaws 
to hood & roof in Good to Good Plus type F3 transitional box. (3) 

 £80 - £100 
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1335. Matchbox Superfast group of American vehicles in transitional boxes.  (1) 29a Fire Pumper Truck - Excellent Plus 
(roof light has been pressed into cab glazing unit) in Fair type F3 transitional box illustrating Regular Wheel model with black 
Superfast branding (one end flap detached but still present); (2) 41a Ford GT40 - white body with racing number 6 hood label, 
clear windows, red interior, sea green base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast - Excellent (paint loss to 
door roof outlines) in Good Plus creased scarce earlier period type F1 transitional box illustrating Regular Wheel model with red 
Superfast branding and line drawing of Car on Superfast track to one striker side; (3) 55a Mercury Park Lane Police Car - white 
body with red roof light, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, hollow small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels - Excellent 
with a few tiny chips & glue showing through labels which are discoloured in Excellent type F3 transitional box. (3) 

 £90 - £110 

1336. Matchbox Superfast 33a Lamborghini Miura - lemon yellow body, clear windows, red interior, bare metal base without 
tow slot, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast - overall  Excellent with some tiny paint chips & a couple of small 
scratches to roof in Excellent Plus type F2 transitional box with small tear to one end flap. 

 £80 - £100 

1337. Matchbox Superfast 33a Lamborghini Miura - rare metallic bronze body, clear windows, red interior, bare metal base, 
solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast - Good Plus with some small paint chips & engine cover glazing unit does 
not sit flush with window aperture in Fair creased but still complete type F2 transitional box illustrating Regular Wheel model 
with red Superfast branding & line drawing of model on Superfast track to one striker side. 

 £40 - £50 

1338. Matchbox Superfast group of Commercial & Public Service vehicles. (1) 35a Merryweather Marquis Fire 
Engine - metallic red body, grey grille & base, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast & black axle clips - Near 
Mint with minor rub mark to right hand label in Excellent Plus "New" type F3 transitional box; (2) 66a Greyhound Coach - amber 
windows, gloss black base, small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips, front wheels are hollow, rear wheels 
are solid - Excellent with some tiny chips mostly to roof in Good to Good Plus scuffed type F4 transitional box illustrating 
Regular Wheel model with black Superfast branding; (3) 74a Daimler Fleetline Bus - dark red body & base, hollow small 
diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips - Near Mint with rub mark to left hand label in Good Plus to Excellent type 
F4 transitional box illustrating Regular Wheel model with black Superfast branding (does have large original retailers price label 
to one striker side).  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1339. Matchbox Superfast 35a Merryweather Marquis Fire Engine - red body, scarce cream grille & base, 5-spoke wide 
wheels with black twin rivet axle clips - Mint in Good Plus "New" earlier period type F3 transitional box. 

 £60 - £80 

1340. Matchbox Superfast pair of Cars in transitional boxes. (1) 36a Opel Diplomat - metallic dark gold body with silver grille, 
clear windows, white interior, gloss black base, hollow small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels - Near Mint (factory casting flaw 
to drivers side sill below door) in Good Plus type F3 transitional box with large reference label to one end flap; (2) 62a Mercury 
Cougar - metallic green body, clear windows, red interior, bare metal base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels only one of which has 
tread pattern cast - Near Mint with minor rub mark to roof in Good creased "New" type F2 box.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1341. Matchbox Superfast 46a Mercedes 300SE Coupe - metallic blue body with opening doors, clear windows, ivory interior, 
bare metal base, 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast, left hand wheels are hollow, right hand solid - Excellent 
Plus to Near Mint with slightly chrome loss to both left hand wheels and as usual drivers door does not close flush with body in 
Near Mint type F3 transitional box. 

 £150 - £200 
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1342. Matchbox Superfast 55a Mercury Park Lane Police Car - white body with blue roof-light, clear windows, ivory interior, 
bare metal base, large diameter solid 5-spoke narrow wheels 2 of which have tread pattern cast, the other 2 without - Excellent 
Plus with a couple of tiny pin size chips & faint factory assembly scratch to roof in generally Excellent very clean but creased on 
one striker side type F3 transitional box. 

 £50 - £70 

1343. Matchbox Superfast 62a Mercury Cougar - metallic green body, clear windows, red interior, bare metal base, solid 
5-spoke narrow wheels 3 of which have tread pattern cast one front wheel without - Excellent Plus with a couple of minor 
factory assembly marks to roof in Good Plus a little creased at one end "New" type F1 transitional box illustrating Regular 
Wheel model with red Superfast branding and line drawing of model on Superfast track to one striker side. 

 £40 - £50 

1344. Matchbox Superfast 64a MG 1100 - green body, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, hollow large diameter 
5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast - Good Plus with some paint loss to body raised outlines & scratch to roof in 
Good Plus type F3 transitional box. Hard to find variation with large diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels. 

 £60 - £80 

1345. Matchbox Superfast 67a Volkswagen 1600 TL Fastback - red body, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 
solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast - Excellent Plus with some factory assembly damage to drivers side rear 
wheel in Fair to Good worn but still complete type F2 transitional box illustrating Regular Wheel model with red Superfast 
branding & line drawing of model on Superfast track to one striker side. 

 £80 - £100 

1346. Matchbox Superfast 73a Mercury Commuter - metallic green body with fuel filler flap cast, clear windows, ivory interior, 
bare metal No.55 or 73 base, large diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels, left hand wheels are both solid without tread pattern cast, 
right hand front wheel is solid with tread pattern cast and right hand rear wheel is hollow with tread pattern cast - Near Mint with 
a couple of minor factory paint flaws to hood & roof in Fair damp damaged & worn but still complete type F3 transitional box.  
Rare wheel mix. 

 £30 - £40 

1347. Matchbox Superfast 1a Mercedes LP Covered Truck - metallic gold body with orange canopy, turquoise green 
windows, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast & maroon front axle clip - Near Mint with minor factory paint 
flaws to cab roof in Good Plus clean but creased "New" type G box. 

 £40 - £50 

1348. Matchbox Superfast 3a Mercedes Benz Binz Ambulance Twin Pack issue - military green body with red cross door 
labels, dark blue windows & roof light, pale yellow interior, bare metal base with text reading from rear to front, chrome dot-dash 
wheels - Excellent Plus with rub marks to roof light & couple of factory assembly scratches to drivers side rear window in Near 
Mint "New" type G box. 

 £60 - £80 

1349. Matchbox Superfast 4a Dodge Stake Truck - rare lemon yellow cab & chassis, dark green stake body, bare metal 
base, 4-spoke wide wheels with black axle clips - Excellent to Excellent Plus with some paint chips to cab roof & indicators in 
Near Mint "New" type G box. 

 £60 - £80 

1350. Matchbox Superfast 6a Ford Pick-up Truck - red body with white grille, clear windows, ivory interior, turquoise base, 
hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast - Mint in Near Mint "New" type G box. 

 £80 - £120 
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1351. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 6a Ford Pick-up Truck - both are red body with chrome grille, clear windows, ivory interior, 
hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast (1) turquoise base; (2) metallic silver-green base - both are Excellent 
to Excellent Plus with discoloured white plastic canopies in Good Plus & Excellent "New" type G boxes one of which has large 
original retailers price label to one striker side. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1352. Matchbox Superfast 7a Ford D800 Refuse Truck - bright orange cab & chassis, 4-spoke wide wheels with black axle 
clips - Near Mint in Fair to Good worn but still complete "New" type G box and 57a Lane Rover Fire Truck - red body with 
square cut Kent Fire Brigade & shield labels, dark blue windows & roof light, grey plastic base, small diameter solid 5-spoke 
narrow wheels with black axle clips - Near Mint with chip to rear corner of body in Fair worn but still complete "New" type G box. 
(2) 

 £50 - £60 

1353. Matchbox Superfast 8a Ford Mustang - burnt orange body, clear windows, ivory interior, gloss black base, 5-spoke 
wide wheels - Excellent Plus (body unmarked but unfortunately rear axle a little bent out of shape) in Fair worn but still complete 
"New" type G box. 

 £40 - £50 

1354. Matchbox Superfast 8b Ford Mustang Wildcat Dragster - orange body with type 1 door labels, dark green windows, 
rare lemon yellow interior, gloss black base, 5-spoke front wheels with narrow black slots - Excellent (body virtually unmarked 
but some wear to drivers door label in Excellent Plus "New" type G box. 

 £50 - £60 

1355. Matchbox Superfast 8b Ford Mustang Wildcat Dragster - orange body with type 2 labels, dark green windows, dark 
yellow interior, scarce sea green base - Near Mint (tow hook bent out of shape during factory assembly) in Near Mint "New" 
type G box. 

 £60 - £80 

1356. Matchbox Superfast 8b Ford Mustang Wildcat Dragster - orange body with matt paint finish & Sailboat labels, dark 
green windows, dark yellow interior, gloss black base - Excellent (model sun faded on one side and has chrome loss to drivers 
side rear wheel) in Fair worn but still complete type G box without "New". 

 £50 - £60 

1357. Matchbox Superfast pair of Commercial vehicles.  (1) 10a Leyland Pipe Truck - red body, chrome grille & base, solid 
5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast & black front axle clip, complete with load of 6 x grey plastic pipes attached to 
sprue - Excellent with some paint chips to cab roof in Good Plus "New" type G box with large original retailers price label to one 
picture face; (2) 32a Leyland Aral Tanker - chrome grille & base, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast & 
black front axle clip - Good Plus to Excellent with some tiny chips, glue showing labels which are discoloured and factory 
location error to chrome grille in Fair worn but still complete "New" type G box. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1358. Matchbox Superfast 10a Leyland Pipe Truck - bright orange body, silver-grey grille & base, hollow 5-spoke narrow 
wheels without tread pattern cast & black front axle clip, complete with load of 6 x yellow plastic pipes attached to sprue - Mint 
in Excellent "New" type G box with small tear to one end flap tab. 

 £60 - £80 

1359. Matchbox Superfast 12a Land Rover Safari - metallic gold body with burnt sienna luggage, clear windows, white 
interior without transmission tunnel cast, black plastic base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast - Mint in 
Excellent "New" type G box with large original retailers price label to one striker side. 

 £60 - £80 
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1360. Matchbox Superfast group of Cars.  (1) 14a Iso Grifo - metallic dark blue body, clear windows, light blue interior, bare 
metal base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels only one of which has tread pattern cast - Near Mint in Near Mint "New" type G box; 
(2) 20a Lamborghini Marzal - hot pink body with low arches, dark amber windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, hollow 
5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast - Excellent Plus with tiny chip to drivers side front wheelarch & mark to roof 
where price label removed in Near Mint "New" type G box; (3) 22b Freeman Intercity Commuter - metallic gold body with door 
labels, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Near Mint in Excellent 2nd type G box without 
"New" to end flaps. (3) 

 £100 - £120 

1361. Matchbox Superfast 14a Iso Grifo - blue body, clear windows, white interior, rare silver painted base, 5-spoke wide 
wheels - Excellent with rub marks & discolouration to roof in Excellent "New" earlier period type G box with large original 
retailers price label to one striker side. 

 £120 - £160 

1362. Matchbox Superfast 19a Lotus Formula 1 Racing Car - metallic purple body with racing number 3 labels, bare metal 
base, spiro wheels - Excellent Plus (chrome loss to left hand rear wheel) in Excellent "New" type G box. 

 £60 - £80 

1363. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 19b Road Dragster - both are vertical racing number 8 label, clear windows, ivory interior, bare 
metal base (1) light red body - Excellent Plus with usual slight chrome loss to engine air intake in Fair worn but still complete 
"New" type G box with large label to one end flap; (2) unusual red body with pink tint again Excellent Plus with usual chrome 
loss to engine air intake in Good Plus a little creased "New" type G box.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1364. Matchbox Superfast 22a Pontiac GP Coupe - metallic light purple body without silver grille, clear windows, light grey 
interior, gloss black base, solid large diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast - Excellent Plus with chip & faint 
scratch to roof in Good "New" type G box. 

 £80 - £100 

1365. Matchbox Superfast 22a Pontiac GP Coupe - metallic dark purple body without silver grille, clear windows, light grey 
interior, gloss black base, solid small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels - Near Mint with tiny chip to front corner of roof in 
generally Good Plus "New" type G box with small surface tear to one picture face where price label removed. 

 £100 - £120 

1366. Matchbox Regular Wheels 23a Volkswagen Transporter Camper Van - blue body with fuel filler flap cast & matt paint 
finish, orange plastic opening roof, clear windows, dark yellow interior, bare metal base with "gunmetal" effect, hollow large 
diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast - overall Excellent with a few tiny chips however please note roof is 
dirty from display and will require patient careful cleaning in order not to lose the matt paint finish in Good "New" type G box. 

 £60 - £80 

1367. Matchbox Superfast 25a Ford Cortina - metallic brown body, clear windows held by domed rivet, ivory interior, bare 
metal base, hollow small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels - Excellent with some scratches to rear of roof in Good faded "New" 
type G box. 

 £50 - £70 

1368. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 27a Mercedes 230SL Convertible - both are red interior, bare metal base, hollow small 
diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels (1) off-white body - Excellent Plus (windscreen a little loose) in Excellent to Excellent Plus 
"New" type G box; (2) white body - Near Mint with a couple of tiny pin size chips to drivers side front wheelarch in Near Mint to 
Mint "New" type G box.  (2) 

 £80 - £100 
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1369. Matchbox Superfast 27a Mercedes 230SL - yellow body, red interior, bare metal base, hollow small diameter 5-spoke 
narrow wheels - Excellent Plus in Excellent Plus just a little creased on one striker side "New" type G box with "BO" written in 
ink to one picture face. 

 £50 - £70 

1370. Matchbox Superfast 30b Beach Buggy - metallic candy pink body with low splatter of orange spots, clear windows, rare 
ivory interior, small engine exhausts, bare metal base, spiro wheels - Near Mint with factory paint flaw to hood in Excellent later 
period "New" type H box without "Superfast" branding to picture faces (box very clean but does have small tear to one end flap). 

 £50 - £70 

1371. Matchbox Superfast 32a Leyland Tanker "NAMC - National Association of Matchbox Collectors" promotional 
issue - metallic purple cab & chassis, metallic silver tank, chrome grille & base, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread 
pattern cast & black front axle clip - Excellent Plus with rub marks to left hand label in Fair to Good "New" type G box. 

 £80 - £100 

1372. Matchbox Superfast 32a Leyland Tanker promotional issue - metallic purple cab & chassis, metallic silver tank, chrome 
grille & base, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast & black front axle - Near Mint with a couple of minor 
factory paint flaws to tank in generally Good Plus but partially faded "New" type G box. 

 £100 - £120 

1373. Matchbox Superfast 38a Honda Motorcycle & Trailer - rare pink motorcycle, lemon yellow trailer with Honda labels, 
hollow small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clip - motorcycle is Excellent with usual chip to each handlebar 
but also has casting flaw to drive chain, trailer also Excellent with some tiny chips to lower edge of body & base in Good Plus 
"New" type G box. 

 £40 - £50 

1374. Matchbox Superfast 38a Honda Motorcycle & Trailer - metallic purple motorcycle, lemon yellow trailer with Honda 
labels, hollow small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clip - motorcycle is Excellent Plus to Near Mint with tiny pin 
size chip to each handlebar, trailer Excellent with a few tiny pin size chips in Excellent "New" type G box. 

 £40 - £60 

1375. Matchbox Superfast 41a Ford GT 40 - metallic bronze body with high arches and racing number 6 hood label, clear 
windows, red interior, turquoise base, 5-spoke wide wheels, factory error drivers side front wheel has not been chrome plated 
and remains black - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent Plus "New" type G box. 

 £60 - £80 

1376. Matchbox Superfast 44a GMC Refrigerator Truck - red cab & chassis, sea green container body with matt paint finish, 
dark green windows, 4-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips - Excellent with usual discolouration to container body & a few 
tiny chips to cab roof strakes in Fair worn but still complete "New" type G box. 

 £50 - £60 

1377. Matchbox Superfast 46a Mercedes 300SE Coupe - metallic gold body with opening doors, clear windows, ivory interior, 
bare metal base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast - Excellent to Excellent Plus with some paint chips around 
trunk area in Excellent type F3 transitional box.  

 £60 - £80 

1378. Matchbox Superfast 50a Ford Kennel Truck - lime green body with white grille, dark green windows, canopy has pale 
grey tint, graphite grey base, 5-spoke wide wheels complete with dogs removed from sprue - Excellent with paint chips to base 
across both axles in Good Plus type G box without "New" to end flaps. 

 £40 - £50 
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1379. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 54a Cadillac Ambulance - both are white body, blue windows, gloss black base (1) with silver 
grille & small red cross door labels, solid small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels - Near Mint with a couple of tiny pin size chips 
to edge of roof in Good Plus to Excellent "New" type G box with small tear to one end flap; (2) without silver grille but with large 
red cross door labels, hollow small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels - Excellent (rub marks to labels & passenger side label 
creased) in Good to Good Plus "New" type G box with small tear to one inner end flap.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1380. Matchbox Superfast 58a DAF Girder Truck - off-white body, turquoise green windows, red grille & base with "Pat App", 
solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast & black front axle clip, complete with load attached to sprues - Excellent 
Plus with a couple of tiny chips to front of cab & leading edge of roof in Good Plus clean but creased "New" type G box.  

 £40 - £50 

1381. Matchbox Superfast group of American Cars. (1) 62a Mercury Cougar - metallic green body, bare metal base, 5-spoke 
narrow wheels 3 of which are solid without tread pattern cast the other is hollow with tread pattern cast - Near Mint (slight 
chrome loss to drivers side rear wheel) in Excellent "New" type G box; (2) 72a Standard Jeep - dark yellow body, red interior, 
gloss black base with rear braces, early balloon profile spiro wheels - Excellent to Excellent Plus with a couple chips to edge of 
windscreen in Good creased "New" type G box; (3) 73a Mercury Commuter - red body with high arches & without fuel filler cap 
cast, bulls head hood label, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal "No.59 or No.73" base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Mint in 
Good Plus creased "New" type G box.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1382. Matchbox Superfast group of Cars. (1) 62a Mercury Cougar - metallic lime green body, bare metal base, hollow 
5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast - Excellent Plus with box rub to roof in Good creased "New" type G box with 
remains of large price label to one end flap; (2) 69a Rolls Royce Silver Shadow Convertible - metallic gold body with high 
arches, pale yellow interior with black folded hood, dark graphite grey base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Excellent Plus (windscreen 
has usual slight distortion) in Good Plus "New" type G box with some minor pencil graffiti to one picture face; (3) 75a Ferrari 
Berlinetta - red body without silver grille, right hand head-lamp without cowl, left hand head-lamp with partial cowl caused by 
wear within the mould, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern 
cast - Excellent Plus with tiny chip to hood & trunk along with factory paint flaw to roof in Good "New" type G box.  (3) 

 £70 - £90 

1383. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 63a Dodge Crane Truck - both are yellow plastic hook, turquoise green windows, black plastic 
grille & base, 4-spoke wide wheels (1) dark yellow body, maroon axle clip - Excellent with some small paint chips in Good 
"New" type G box; (2) scarce light yellow body, black front axle clip - Good Plus with a considerable number of paint chips to 
crane cab & jib in Good "New" type G box.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1384. Matchbox Superfast group of American Cars & Pick-up Trucks. (1) 6a Ford Pick-up Truck - red body with chrome grille, 
clear windows, ivory interior, gloss black base, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast - Excellent with 
discoloured white plastic canopy & chrome loss to corners of grille in Good "New" type G box; (2) 8b Ford Mustang Wildcat 
Dragster - dayglo pink body with type 1 labels, dark green windows, dark yellow interior, primrose yellow base - Good Plus to 
Excellent (roof discoloured, both labels have glue showing through with right hand label positioned off centre) in Fair worn but 
still complete "New" type G box with ink graffiti to both end flaps; (3) as (2) but orange body with type 1 labels, dark graphite 
grey base - Excellent (both labels worn) in generally Good type G box without "New" to end flaps; (4) 50a Ford Kennel 
Truck - metallic green body with chrome grille, canopy has smoke grey tint, primrose yellow base, 5-spoke wide wheels, 
complete with dogs removed from sprue - Good Plus (paint blistering around rear licence plate & rear canopy locking tab 
missing) in Good Plus type G box without "New" to end flaps.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 
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1385. Matchbox Superfast 68a Porsche 910 colour trial - off-white body (not pure white), light amber windows, ivory interior, 
bare metal base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast - Good Plus with a few small paint chips, wheels also 
have either chrome loss or additional silver/chrome over spray complete with Near Mint flat-packed unfolded "New" type G box. 

 £80 - £100 

1386. Matchbox Superfast group of Cars & Trailers. (1) 18a Field Car - lemon yellow with cast open roof cross, burnt Sienna 
roof, ivory interior without rear satchel, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels - overall Near Mint but does have usual factory 
assembly marks to plastic hood in Excellent Plus "New" type G box with small tear to one corner; (2) 33a Lamborghini 
Miura - metallic gold body with low arches, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with 
tread pattern cast - Near Mint with usual tiny chip to leading edge of nose in Excellent to Excellent Plus "New" type G box with 
some staining to one picture face; (3) 43a Pony Trailer - lemon yellow body with "IXA" cast below left hand wheelarch, light 
green base, hollow small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clip - Excellent Plus with small scratch to right hand 
side of body & pin size chip to roof in Good Plus a little stained & scuffed "New" type G box; (4) 46a Mercedes 300SE 
Coupe - metallic gold body with cast shut doors, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels 
without tread pattern cast - Near Mint with tiny chip to hood in Good Plus a little creased & scuffed "New" type G box.  (4) 

 £100 - £120 

1387. Matchbox Superfast group of American Cars. (1) 31a Lincoln Continental - metallic lime green body with low arches, 
bare metal base with "gunmetal" effect, hollow small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels; (2) 55a Mercury Park Lane Police 
Car - red roof-light, bare metal base, hollow small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels; (3) 59a Ford Galaxie Fire Chief Car - blue 
roof-light, bare metal base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast; (4) 66a Greyhound Coach - gloss black 
base, small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips, front wheels are hollow, rear wheels solid; (5) 73a Mercury 
Commuter - metallic green body with low arches & fuel filler flap cast, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal "No.55 or 73" 
base with "gunmetal" effect, large diameter solid 5-spoke narrow wheels, front wheels with tread pattern cast, rear wheels 
without; (6) as (5) but red body with high arches & fuel filler flap cast, bulls head hood label, bare metal "No.59 or 73" base, 
5-spoke wide wheels (chrome loss to driver side rear wheel) - Excellent to Excellent Plus in generally Fair worn but still 
complete "New" type G boxes apart from box for Lincoln Continental which is Good Plus.  (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1388. Matchbox Superfast group of Cars & Trailers. (1) 36b Hot Rod Draguar - metallic red body with foil trunk label, clear 
windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels; (2) 38a Honda Motorcycle & Trailer - metallic turquoise 
motorcycle, lemon yellow trailer with Honda labels, hollow small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clip; (3) 67a 
Volkswagen 1600TL - metallic purple body, bare metal base with "gunmetal" effect, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread 
pattern cast; (4) 69a Rolls Royce Silver Shadow Convertible - metallic blue body, burnt Sienna interior with tan folded hood, 
gloss black base, 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast 3 of which are hollow the other solid - Excellent to Near 
Mint in Fair worn but still complete to Good Plus "New" type G boxes.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1389. Matchbox Superfast 3a Mercedes Benz Binz Ambulance - off white body with large red cross door labels, pale blue 
windows & roof light, ivory interior, complete with patient on stretcher, bare metal base with text reading from rear to front, 
hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast - Excellent with a couple of tiny pin size chips & rub marks to 
passenger door label in Excellent a little creased on one striker side "New" type G box and 2 x 23a Volkswagen Transporter 
Camper Van - both are blue body, orange plastic opening roof, clear windows, dark yellow interior, bare metal base, hollow 
large diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast (1) with "Sailboat" labels - Excellent to Excellent Plus (glue 
showing through labels which are discoloured) in Fair worn but still complete type G box without "New" to end flaps; (2) without 
labels fitted - Near Mint in Fair to Good worn but still complete type G box without "New". (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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1390. Matchbox Superfast group of Commercial vehicles.  (1) 4a Dodge Stake Truck - 4-spoke wide wheels with black axle 
clips; (2) 13a Dodge BP Wreck Truck - 5-spoke wide wheels with black axle clips; (3) 44a GMC Refrigerator Truck - lemon 
yellow cab & chassis, red container body, dark green windows, 4-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips, short "New" type G 
box with parallel Superfast branding; (4) as (3) but 4-spoke wide wheels, tall "New" type G box with diagonal Superfast 
branding; (5) 48a Dodge Dump Truck - blue cab & chassis, lemon yellow tipper body, turquoise green windows, chrome base, 
solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with black front axle clip, rear pair of wheels without tread pattern, cast remaining wheels with 
(large factory paint flaws to right hand side of cab) - condition varies from Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent Plus boxes apart from box for Dodge Wreck Truck which is only Fair to Good. (5) 

 £120 - £150 

1391. Matchbox Superfast group of Commercial vehicles.  (1) 10a Leyland Pipe Truck - orange body, chrome grille & base, 
solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast & black front axle clip, complete with load of 6 x grey plastic pipes attached 
to sprue; (2) 17a AEC Horse Box - burnt orange cab & chassis, cream body with tan ramp, chrome grille & base, hollow 
5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast, complete with horses attached to sprue (does have usual minor factory 
assembly marks to roof); (3) 28a Mack Dump Truck - cast open cab steps, bare metal base, early balloon profile spiro wheels 
with black front axle clip; (4) 58a DAF Girder Truck - metallic lime green body, red grille & base with "Pat App", hollow 5-spoke 
narrow wheels with tread pattern cast, complete with load attached to sprues, "New" type G box illustrating white model (box 
does have some creasing to one striker side) - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent "New" type G boxes. (4) 

 £90 - £120 

1392. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Cars & Commercial vehicles.  (1) 7a Ford D800 Refuse Truck - dark orange cab & 
chassis, 4-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips (usual discolouration to orange paintwork); (2) 49a Mercedes 
Unimog - sky blue body without silver trim, dark green windows, crimson chassis with red base, early balloon profile spiro 
wheels with black axle clips; (3) 52a Dodge Charger - metallic purple body, black interior, metallic green base, 5-spoke wide 
wheels (large reference label to one end flap); (4) 56a BMC Pininfarina - salmon pink body with low arches, clear windows, 
ivory interior, bare metal base, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast (rub marks to roof); (5) 68a Porsche 
910 - metallic red body with racing number 68 nose label, light amber windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, hollow 5-spoke 
narrow wheels without tread pattern cast - condition varies from Excellent to Near Mint in Fair worn but still complete to Good 
"New" type G boxes. (5) 

 £80 - £100 

1393. Matchbox Superfast group of early 1970's issue mostly Cars.  (1) 4b Gruesome Twosome - metallic gold body, purple 
windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wheels; (2) 30b Beach Buggy - metallic candy pink body with medium 
splatter of orange spots, clear windows, dark yellow interior, small engine exhaust, bare metal base, spiro wheels; (3) 40a 
Vauxhall Guildsman - pink body with blue background flame hood label, turquoise green windows, pale yellow interior, bare 
metal base, 5-spoke wheels; (4) 46b Stretcha Fetcha Ambulance - large red cross Ambulance labels, red base, Maltese Cross 
wheels; (5) 54b Ford Capri - dayglo pink body with matt black hood, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke 
wheels (rub marks to roof); (6) 72b SRN6 Hovercraft - both labels facing rear, blue windows, black plastic No.72 base, chrome 
5-spoke narrow wheels (labels a little discoloured one of which has some slight wear) - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to 
Excellent Plus type H & I boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 
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1394. Matchbox Superfast group of Commercial vehicles.  (1) 1a Mercedes LP Covered Truck - metallic gold body with 
yellow canopy, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips, front wheels with tread pattern, rear wheels without; (2) 2a 
Mercedes LP Covered Trailer - metallic gold body with yellow canopy, 4-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips; (3) 10a 
Leyland Pipe Truck - orange body, chrome grille & base, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast & black front 
axle clip, complete with load of 6 x grey plastic pipes attached to sprue; (4) 17a AEC Horse Box - orange cab & chassis, green 
body with grey ramp, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast & black axle clips, complete with horses one of 
which has been removed from sprue; (5) 26a GMC Tipper Truck - with model number cast below fuel tank, black plastic base 
with text reading from rear to front, 4-spoke wide wheels; (6) 28a Mack Dump Truck - cast shut cab steps, bare metal base with 
rear hole, flat profile spiro wheels; (7) 42a Iron Fairy Crane - burnt orange body, metallic lime green jib with yellow hook, yellow 
interior & base, 4-spoke wide wheels with black axle clips; (8) 47a DAF Tipper Container Truck - red grille & base with "Pat 
App", solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with black front axle clip, wheels on middle axle without tread pattern cast, remaining wheels 
with - condition varies from Excellent to Mint in Fair worn but still complete to Good "New" type G boxes. (8) 

 £70 - £90 

1395. Matchbox Superfast group of early 1970's Cars & Trailers.  (1) 18a Field Car - lemon yellow body with burnt sienna 
roof & cast open roof cross, ivory interior with rear satchel, bare metal base, 4-spoke wide wheels; (2) 20a Lamborghini 
Marzal - metallic red body with low arches, dark amber windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels 
without tread pattern cast (box has tape repair to one end flap); (3) 22b Freeman Intercity Commuter - metallic purple body 
without door labels, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wheels, "New" 2nd issue type G box; (4) as (3) but 
metallic magenta body with door labels, 2nd issue type G box without "New"; (5) 45a Ford Group 6 - metallic lime green body 
with racing number 45 nose label, light amber windows, ivory interior, grey engine, gloss black base, 5-spoke wheels (factory 
casting flaw to rear spoiler); (6) 68a Porsche 910 - metallic red body with racing number 68 nose label, light amber windows, 
ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels - condition varies from Excellent to Near Mint in Fair worn but still complete 
to Good type G boxes; (7) 9a Cabin Cruiser & Trailer - dark blue trailer, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle 
clip - Boat is Excellent Plus, Trailer Good with tow bar bent out of shape & towing bracket damaged/incomplete in Good Plus to 
Excellent "New" type G box. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

1396. Matchbox Superfast group of early 1970's issue Commercial vehicles.  (1) 11a Mercedes Scaffold Truck complete with 
load attached to sprues; (2) 21a Foden Concrete Mixer with cast shut front licence plate, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with 
tread pattern cast; (3) 30a Faun Crane Truck - metallic gold jib with yellow hook, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle 
clips, three wheels with tread pattern cast the others without; (4) 48a Dodge Dump truck - blue cab & chassis, lemon yellow 
tipper body, 4-spoke wide wheels with black front axle clip (significant factory paint flaws to tipper body); (5) 49a Mercedes 
Unimog - blue body with silver grille, crimson chassis, early balloon profile spiro wheels with black axle clips (body has matt 
paint finish which has gone tacky from storage with some blistering to roof); (6) 51a AEC Pointer Tipper Truck - chrome grille & 
base, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels with black front axle clip (glue showing through labels which are discoloured); (7) 60a 
Leyland Site Hut Truck - lighter blue body, chrome grille & base with single rear rivet; (8) 71a Ford Esso Heavy Wreck 
Truck - 4-spoke wide wheels with black axle clips - condition varies from Good Plus to Near Mint in generally Fair worn but still 
complete "New" type G boxes apart from box for Dodge Dump Truck which is Good Plus. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1397. Matchbox Superfast group of early to mid 1970's issue mostly Cars.  (1) Lotus Europa - metallic candy pink body with 
high arches, bare metal base with cast open tow slot, 5-spoke wide wheels; (2) 14a Iso Grifo - blue body, clear windows, white 
interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels; (3) 20a Lamborghini Marzal - dayglo orange body with high arches, dark amber 
windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels; (4) 26b Big Banger Dragster with dark blue windows; (5) 37b 
Soopa Coopa; (6) 40a Vauxhall Guildsman - pink body with black circle flame hood label, turquoise green windows, pale yellow 
interior, bare metal base; (7) 43b VW Beetle Dragon Wheels Dragster - dark amber windows, gloss black base, small diameter 
5-spoke wide front wheels (one end flap detached but still present); (8) 72b SRN6 Hovercraft - both labels facing rear, blue 
windows, black 5-spoke narrow wheels (propeller loose) - condition varies from Excellent to Mint in Fair worn but still complete 
to Good type H & I boxes and 63b Freeway Gas Tanker "Aral" - light blue tractor unit with purple windows & Maltese Cross 
wheels, light blue trailer chassis, 5-spoke wheels with black double arrow design axle clip - Excellent in Fair damaged 1977 
copyright clear plastic box. (9) 

 £60 - £80 
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1398. Matchbox Sears US Issue Gift Set 49-54615 containing (1) King Size K5 Racing Car Transporter - Near Mint with a 
couple of minor factory assembly scratches to rear roof panel in Excellent Plus un-punched type F window box; (2) 20a 
Lamborghini Marzal - metallic red body with low arches, dark amber windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, hollow 5-spoke 
narrow wheels two of which have tread pattern the other two without - Mint in Excellent Plus "New" type G box with small tear to 
one corner; (3) 33a Lamborghini Miura - metallic gold body with low arches, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 
hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast - Near Mint with usual tiny factory assembly paint chip to leading edge 
of nose in Near Mint "New" type G box all contained in Poor incomplete plain white outer cardboard carton (one end flap 
detached but still present), tears to opposite end flap which is partly detached and missing one inner end f lap). 

 £100 - £120 

1399. Matchbox Sears US Issue Farm Vehicle Gift Set 49-54601 containing a mixture of Superfast & Regular Wheel models.  
Superfast include (1) 4a Dodge Stake Truck - 4-spoke wide wheels with black axle clips (factory assembly scratch to 
windscreen); (2) 12a Land Rover Safari - metallic gold body with burnt sienna luggage, clear windows, white interior without 
transmission tunnel cast, black plastic base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast & black axle clips; (3) 17a AEC 
Horse Box - red cab & chassis, green body with grey ramp, chrome grille & base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread 
pattern cast & black axle clips, complete with horses attached to sprue (box has a couple of small tears to one end flap); (4) 37a 
Dodge Cattle Truck - yellow cab & chassis, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips one of which has tread pattern 
cast the others without, complete with cattle attached to sprue; (5) 43a Pony Trailer - lemon yellow body with "IXA" cast below 
left hand wheelarch, dark green base with matt paint finish, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clip, complete with 
horses removed from sprue; (6) 72a Standard Jeep - dark yellow body, red interior, gloss black base without rear braces, early 
balloon profile spiro wheels with black axle clips (does have a few tiny chips to edge of windscreen) - all generally Near Mint to 
Mint apart from Jeep which is Excellent in Excellent Plus to Near Mint "New" type G boxes; Regular Wheel models include (1) 
39c Ford Tractor - dark blue chassis with short exhaust stack, yellow hood, type F3 box; (2) 40c Farm Hay Trailer complete with 
raves in type F5 box; (3) 65c Combine Harvester with base hole in type F5 box (does have minor crease to one striker side) - all 
Near Mint to Mint in Excellent Plus to Mint boxes.  Outer plain white cardboard carton is Fair with some tears & stains but still 
complete and also has original Sears price label to one side.  Still a nice set which is hard to find in any condition.  

 £300 - £360 

1400. Matchbox Superfast G-1 Service Station Gift Set containing (1) 13a Dodge BP Wreck Truck; (2) 15a Volkswagen 
Beetle Rally Car (does have some factory assembly paint chips); (3) 32a Leyland BP Tanker (glue showing through label which 
is discoloured); (4) Matchbox Sales & Service Station with card forecourt; (5) Accessory Pack A-1 Castrol Service 
Ramp - vehicles appear to be Excellent to Near Mint, remaining contents assumed to be Mint in Excellent factory sealed type G 
box (please note box has rodent damage to bottom left corner resulting in a hole in the cardboard & the shrink-wrap split in this 
area but still displays well. 

 £200 - £260 

1401. Matchbox Superfast G-2 Car Transporter Gift Set containing (1) 8a Ford Mustang - burnt orange body, clear windows, 
ivory interior, gloss black base, 5-spoke wheels; (2) 14a Iso Grifo - metallic dark blue body, clear windows, dark blue interior, 
bare metal base, 5-spoke narrow wheels; (3) 24a Rolls Royce Silver Shadow - metallic red body, gloss black base, 5-spoke 
narrow wheels; (4) 53a Ford Zodiac - metallic green body, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke narrow wheels; (5) 67a 
Volkswagen 1600TL - metallic purple body, bare metal base, 5-spoke narrow wheels; (6) King Size K11 DAF Articulated Car 
Transporter - lemon yellow tractor unit, burnt orange trailer with DAF foil labels, lemon yellow upper deck & rear ramp, red 
plastic hubs (one rear tyre detached but still present within box) - contents appear Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus 
creased type G box with original factory shrink-wrap but this has been damaged/split & clear tape repaired, the tape 
unfortunately being stuck onto some of the cardboard carton, inner plastic vac-form tray is Fair with multiple cracks & damage. 

 £200 - £220 

1402. Matchbox Superfast G-4 Truck Superset Commercial Vehicle Gift Set - see photo for contents but does include 49a 
Mercedes Unimog - metallic silver-blue body with silver grille, dark green windows, crimson chassis, early balloon profile spiro 
wheels with maroon axle clips (front bumper bent out of shape during factory casting/assembly and body retains part of the 
original casting tree attached to lower edge of windscreen aperture) - contents Excellent to Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus 
type G box with opened factory shrink-wrap. 

 £200 - £260 
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1403. Matchbox Lesney Canada 1970 issue trade catalogue with suggested retail prices. This rare catalogue illustrates a 
large number of Superfast pre-production colour trail cars and pre-production Superfast track pack boxes & sets that were 
never released and also illustrates King Size colour trial DAF Articulated Car Transporter & Mercury Commuter Police 
Car - covers are Good to Good Plus, contents pages Excellent to Near Mint. 

 £50 - £70 

1404. Matchbox Superfast group of US Issue Catalogues. To include 1969 1st Edition; 3 x 1970; 1971 and 2 x 1972 - covers 
are Excellent Plus to Near Mint, contents pages Near Mint to Mint; 1971 International Edition - covers are Good with various 
scuff marks, contents pages Excellent to Near Mint; group of 3 x North American 1971 Issue "Take a close look at Matchbox" 
dealers show cards illustrating the entire Superfast 1/75 series range - Near Mint (pencil inscription to rear of one show card) 
and 3 x SF-00 pack of 6 x Superfast track joiners - all Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint type G boxes.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

1405. Matchbox Superfast pair of made in Canada "Sooper Dooper Hooper Looper" - both Mint one in Good factory sealed 
clear plastic bag with small split to one side containing 20a Lamborghini Marzal (unconfirmed variation due to sealed 
packaging); (2) in Fair opened plastic bag missing car.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

Matchbox - Other Vendors 

1406. Matchbox Superfast group to include twin pack issue TP-2 comprising 25b Mod Tractor - red body with dark yellow 
seat and Regular Wheel 40c Hay Trailer - lemon yellow and black plastic solid wheels (factory error with TP-7 Emergency Set 
stamp), TP-5 Weekender Set comprising 54b Ford Capri - orange body, clear windows and ivory interior with bare metal base 
and tow hook with 5-spoke wide wheels - 9a Cabin Cruiser and Trailer - blue/white with black axle clips to trailer, 9b AMX 
Javelin - metallic lime green, black air intake, amber windows, dark yellow interior, 5-arch wheels and bare metal base, 7c 
Volkswagen Golf - metallic emerald green body, light amber windows, dark yellow interior and matt black base and 2 x 41c 
Ambulance - white, blue windows with red cross and "Ambulance" labels both with bare metal base - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to 
Good packaging.   (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1407. Matchbox a mixed group to include 3 x Seakings - K-302 Corvette, K-307 Helicopter Carrier and K-308 Guided Missile 
Destroyer (all in Fair condition packaging), Matchbox Convoy Series CY7 Peterbilt Petrol Tanker "Super Gas" - black tractor 
unit with yellow trailer, 2 x Matchbox Superfast models in blister packs, 3 x Skybusters and a Models of Yesteryear Y4 1930 
Model J Duesenberg - two-tone green with green plastics and solid chrome wheels - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent 
packaging.  (10) 

 £30 - £40 

1408. Matchbox Superfast a boxed group to include 48b Pie-Eyed Piper Dragster - metallic blue body with racing number 8 
roof label, dark amber windows, bare metal base and Maltese Cross wheels, 18a Field Car - yellow body, burnt Sienna roof, 
ivory interior and 4-spoke wheels, 65a Saab Sonnet - metallic blue, yellow interior, amber windows and 5-spoke wheels, 2 x 
39b Rolls Royce Silver Shadow - both are silver body with red interior and dot-dash wheels, 56a BMC Pininfarina - orange body 
with high arches, clear windows, ivory interior and 5-spoke wheels plus others - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes.  
(11) 

 £60 - £80 
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1409. Matchbox Superfast unboxed group to include 54b Ford Capri - metallic magenta body, bare metal base, ivory interior 
and 5-spoke wheels, similar but orange body including bonnet, 62b Mercury Cougar Rat Rod Dragster - lime green, red interior, 
bare metal base, 5-spoke front and 4-spoke rear wheels, 4b Gruesome Twosome - metallic light orange gold body, purple 
windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal base, 9c Ford Escort RS2000 - white body with racing number 9 labels, clear 
windows, beige interior and dot-dash wheels plus many others - Good Plus to Near Mint unboxed.  (33) 

 £60 - £80 

1410. Matchbox Superfast unboxed group to include 2b Jeep Hot Rod - red body, pale yellow interior, white base and 
4-spoke wheels, 2 x 30b Beach Buggy - metallic candy pink body with light splatter of yellow dots, clear windows, dark yellow 
interior and spiro wheels, similar with heavy splatter (loss of chrome to wheel hubs), 23a Volkswagen Transporter Camper 
Van - orange body with sail boat labels, orange opening roof, clear windows, white interior and 5-spoke narrow wheels, 2 x 46b 
Stretcha Fetcha Ambulance - both are white, blue windows, pale yellow interior, red base and with Maltese Cross wheels, 43b 
Dragon Wheels VW Beetle Dragster - lime green body, light amber windows, gloss black base, 5-spoke front and Maltese 
Cross rear wheels plus others - generally Good Plus to Near Mint a couple are only Fair unboxed.  (36) 

 £50 - £70 

1411. Matchbox Superfast a boxed group to include 74c Cougar Villager - metallic blue body, dark yellow interior, bare metal 
base, 3c Porsche 911 - black, gold tampo, beige interior, 2 x 14d Leyland Articulated Tanker "Elf" - both are red windows, 5 
hatch wheels and black plastic axle clips, 30d Leyland Articulated Truck - metallic blue tractor unit, metallic silver trailer, red 
windows, white plastic grille and base, 2 x 30c Swamp Rat Airboat plus others - 1 unboxed model and 2 "Cadbury's Flake" 
MB60 Ford Transit Vans in blister packs - Good to Near Mint in Good to Excellent packaging.  (19) 

 £50 - £70 

1412. Matchbox a mixed group to include Matchbox Superfast 45a Ford Group 6 - metallic green body (missing racing 
number from nose), ivory interior, clear windows, 5-spoke wheels, gloss black base, 5a Lotus Europa - metallic blue body, ivory 
interior, bare metal base and 5-spoke narrow wheels in a type F box, similar model but metallic candy pink (unboxed), 64a MG 
1100 - metallic blue body, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base with narrow 5-spoke wheels, 20e Lamborghini 
Marzal - metallic red body, dark amber windows, ivory interior, bare metal base with 5-spoke narrow wheels in F type box, some 
Regular Wheel models including 56b Fiat 1500 - sea green with silver trim, red interior, brown luggage and grey plastic wheels, 
14 Iso Grifo - metallic dark blue, pale blue interior, clear windows, chrome hubs with black plastic tyres plus others and a few 
unboxed models - Good to Excellent in Fair to Good boxes where applicable.  (15) 

 £50 - £70 

1413. Matchbox Regular Wheels a boxed group to include 38c Honda Motorcycle and Trailer - lemon yellow trailer with 
metallic turquoise motorcycle, similar but with orange trailer, 62b Commer TV Series Van "Rentaset" - cream body with silver 
trim, turquoise green windows and black plastic wheels (box missing end flaps), 11d Mercedes Scaffold Truck - metallic silver 
body, dark green windows, red plastic grille and base with 5 x scaffolding load pieces, 30c 8-wheel Crane Truck - green, orange 
ballast and jib with yellow hook, 42c Iron Fairy Crane - red body, yellow jib with yellow plastic hook, 29c American Lafrance Fire 
Pumper Truck - red body without decals, blue windows and bare metal base, 49a US Army Half Track - military green body, 
grey plastic front wheels in type B Moko box plus others - Fair to Excellent in Poor to Good boxes.   (19) 

 £60 - £80 
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Conditions of Sale
The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be 
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25%).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE Purchasers will be charged a total 
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable which
will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.

If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods can only
be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been made. We reserve
the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as possible, 
allowing for other bids. Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be decided by
the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification relates
to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of any item. It must
be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be regarded as opinion only, and
cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such faults
does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free of faults. 
Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in the event that an
item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this is proven to the 
Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days of the sale in the 
condition it was sold.

Telephone Bidding
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for telephone
bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any missed calls
due to human or technical errors.

Bank Transfer
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder
House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton on Tees. TS18 3EX

Sort Code: 40-51-62  
Account: 42076703  
IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703  
Bank Swift code: HANDGB22 
Account Name: Vectis Auctions Ltd 



Conditions of Sale (Continued)

Estimates
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity, 
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a 
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

Reserves
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a reserve on
a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the placed reserve or
£10 whichever is greater.  The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed
with Vectis Auctions beforehand.  This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

Late Withdrawals
(a) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top and
bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(b) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the midpoint
between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

Payment of proceeds of auction
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the right to
withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment.  If the buyer fails to make payment within the calendar
month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable in respect of the
amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each lot
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each lot might realise

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.
The website address is: www.vectis.co.uk  e-mail address is: admin@vectis.co.uk
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